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• ABSTRACT

Although the Soviet partisan movement in the Second

World War was one of a kind, in the sense that i1; was far

more substantial than any comparable phenomenon in the West,

the Jewish role within it had its own hi.storical

peculiaritiee. If Jewieh motivee for taking up arms against

the occupying forces of the Third Reich were much the same

ae those of other partisans, they were forced to come to
. _._~-::c--

terme with the anti-Semitism not only of their Axie foee,

but of so-called collaborators, anti-Nazi but anti-Soviet

nationaliste, and anti-Nazi but anti-Semitic Soviet

•

partisans. This subject has not been explored by Soviet

historians for obvioue ideological reasons and the seant

literature in Englieh so far is limited largely to eye-

witness accounts and insufficient statistics, which this

thesie makes use of. Its purpose is to attempt to ascertain

the Jewieh contribution to the Soviet partisan movement and

the circumetances, some of them unique, that defined it •
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RESUME

Bien que le mouvement partisan soviétique pendant la

deuxième guerre mondiale fût seul en son genre, dans le sens

qu'il étllit beaucoup plus important que n'importe quel

phénomène dans l'Ouest, le rôle juif à l'intérieur ds celui

ci avait ses propres particularités historiquùs. Si les

motifs juifs pour prendre les armes contre les forces

occupantes du troisième Reich étaient plutôt pareils à ceux

des autres partisans, les juifs ont été forcés à faire face

à l'anti-sémitisme non seulement de leurs ennemis Axis, mais

aussi des soi-disant collaborateurs, nationalistes anti-Nazi

mais anti-soviétiques, et partisans soviétiques anti-Nazi et

anti-sémitique. Ce sujet n'a pas été examiné par les

historiens soviétiques pour des raisons idéalistes évidentes

et la litérature anglaise peu abondante jusqu'à maintenant

est limitée en grande partie à l'évidence portée par les

témoins et aux statistiques insuffisantes, que cette thèse

utilise. Le but est de tenter de vérifier la contribution

juive au mouvement partisan soviétique et les circonstances,

quelques-unes uniques, qui la définient .
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INTRODUCTtON: JEWS, THE SOVIET UNION, AND WORLD WAR II.

Much has been written about the Second World War and the

Holocaust. There are many books describing in detail the

torture and murder of Jews by the Nazis. There is also a

considerable amount of information about the national

resistance movements in the German-occupied countries. Many

people have heard about the Warsaw ghetto uprising and of

the bombins of the Auschwitz crematorium, however, few

realize that in almost every ghetto and camp ther.e was an

underground movement and efforts at resistance. l previously

did some research regarding the extensive and varied German

Jewish resistance to the Nazis in Germany. Although l chose

to deal with every action consciously taken by individuals

or groups, armed or unarmed, organized, semi-organized, or

spontaneous, that was in opposition to the Nazis and their

supporters, l did not find any eviaence of a Jewish partisan

movement in Germany. Armed resisters were few and far

between. The Baum group, named after Herbert Baum, is one of

the few that is known. It is credited with sabotage work at

the Siemens Electric Motors company where most of its

members did forced labor and was responsible for the fire

and subsequent death of five Nazis at the "Soviet Paradise"

exhibition on May 18, 1942. 1

The group included Communists, Zionists, and others.

Despite their differences of opinion, they were united by

their hate of Nazism and their feeling of solidarity with

1
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the Soviet Union. 2 Two surviving membera of che group,

Char'lotte and f-ichard Holzer, reported that the gro:lp's

activities increased following the Germen invasion of the

Soviet Union. 3 This prompted my curio~ity about the Jewish

resistance in the Soviet Union, and in particular, the armed

Jewish resistance.

A comparison of the German and Soviet Jews shows that

unity and cohesion among the Jews was as difficult in the

Soviet Union as in Germany. Some Jews wanted to attack the

Germans while ethers felt that if they "behaved" they would

survive, at least for a little while. Like the Jewish

partisans in the Soviet Union, the Baum group resorted to

confiscating valuables in order to procure funds, arms, and

food. The Baum group stole valuables which were about to be

seized from wealthy Jews by the Nazis, whereas the Soviet

Jewish partisans seized theirs from collaborators and

peasants, that is, their enemies. 4

Here the similarities between the German Jews, and in

particular the Baum group, and the Jews in the Soviet Union

end. The Baum group was short-lived while the Jewish

partisans fought throughout the war. The Jews in the Soviet

Union faced a unique situation. They were the specifie

targets of the German invaders, were forced to live in

ghettos, and were be~ng killed as part of Hitler"s Final

Solution. Hit.ler argued that Judaism and Marxism were the

two perils threatening the existence of the German people.e

2
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In Mein Kampf, Hitler claimed that "the Jewish politicians

were masters of 'dialectical perfldy,' their very moutha

'diatorted the truth.· Marxism was a Jewish device, a Jewish

trap."e

Thus the Jews found themselves in the awkward position

of having nowhere to go and having to battle on two fronts.

They facsd being killed by the German invaders or beins in

an unpredictable environment, particularly in Ukraine and

Belorussia where they faced antagonism or threats from anti

Semitic Soviet partisans as weIl as from the Banderovtsy and

Vlasovites, who, in a way, shared the sarne motives as the

Zionists. They wanted their own place and were fighting for

their right to self-deterroination and autonomy. Their

methods, though questionable, were understandable

considering the history of Ukraine and Russia.

Anti-Semitism in the Soviet Union had ancient roots.

Durins the nineteenth century, anti-Jewish violence often

turned into physical conflict, popular persecution, and even

pogroms. As Martin Gilbert points out, both the church and

the state claimed that the Jews were enemies of Christianity

and intruders in the citizens' lives. 7 In Russia, prior to

1917, the Jews were subject to special laws. They were

obliged to live in strictly defined areas in the south

western and northwestern parts of the empire. They were

prohiblted from purchasing landed property or settling

outside of the towna, and could alter their atatua only by

3
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converting to Christianity.s Prejudice was most deeply

rooted in Volhynia, White Russia, and Ukraine. At the end of

the First World War, pogroms against the Jews continued

undiminished. The Ukrainian Nationalist leader, Simon

Petlura, and his followers are said to have killed thousands

of Jews. at that time. 9

Following the Bolshevik revolution, Jewish relisious and

cultural activities associated with synagogues faced some

persecution though the Soviet regime was rather ambivalent

towards the Jews in those years. Around one thousand Jewish

schools were closed in 1922 to 1923, however this was

primarily done by the Jews themselves who wished to show

their loyalty to the revolution. 10 Sven Steenberg states

that the Jewish question was not a problem for most of the

Russians as they were accustomed to a multinational state.

Those who expressed anti-Semitic feelings often pointed to

the high percentage of Jews among the Communist leaders as

justification. 11

The Jews tried to fight for their rights as best they

could but found little support. In Russia and, later, the

Soviet Union, Jews were considered a nationality even though

they had no country and were largely a religious group. Yet

in 1901, the Bund demanded that the Jews be recognized ab a

nation and wished to function as the Jewish working class'

exclusive representative. 12 This, of course, did not occur .

The various political parties of the early 1900s, including

4
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the Social Democrats, the Socialist Revolutionaries. and the

Constitutional Democrats, claimed that they supported

equality for the Jews but did little, if anything, to

actually help them as a separate entity.13

Up until 1912, the Mensheviks and Bolsheviks rejected

cultural autonomy on the grounds that this maintained

barriers between the various national proletariats.

Nationalism was viewed as a bourgeois phenomenon, which was

not in the interest of international socialism. 14 However,

the idea of national-cultural autonomy slowly gained support

among the Mensheviks and, in 1917, it was officially

incorporated into their platform. 1e

Lenin believed in the self-determination of the

proletariat of every nationality and that workers therefore

should remain united under centralized ccmmunist control. In

individual, exceptional cases it was legitimate to support

demands for the creation of a new state or the formation of

a federal bond. 16 Since Lenin too considered nationalism a

bourgeois phenomenon, he accepted the orthodox Marxist view

that it would vanish with its collapse. 17 In 1916, in an

attempt to p~event the slogan of national self-determination

from undermining socialist unity, Lenin had the newly formed

national republics overthrown wherever possible, including

the Belorussian Rada. He also supported the Bolshevik

invasion of the Ukraine. 1S

Stalin became an active chairman of the Commissariat of

5



• Nationality Affairs in the spring of 1920 and alowly besan

to tUrn it into a more powerful organization.~e He did not

go along with Lenin's theaia on the relationahip of the

Rusaians toward minoritiea, which as a Ruasian, Lenin could

afford to caatigate, and uaed basic Communiat aaaumptions to

his advantase. As Richard Pipes puts it, for Stalin

the unity, centralization, and omnipotence of the
Communist Party, the hegemony of the industrial
proletariat over the peasantry, the subordination
of the national principle to the class principle 
all those Communist doctrines which were in fact
responsible fOr the plight of the minorities- were
axiomatic and beyond dispute. 20

Stalin came to place greater emphasis on the Soviet Union

than on the world revolution; and on the Russians within the

Soviet Union rather than on a multi-national Soviet Union.2~

In the late 1920s and in the 1930s, he chose centralization

imposed by Moscow over federalism and favored social

conservatism and Russian chauvinism which promoted

•

Russification as well as anti-Semitism. 22

In Ukraine, in 1917 and 1918, the auccesses or failures

of the Ukrainian sovernment to establish a solid foundation

for the peaceful and independent existence of the newly

created Ukrainian state wes mirrored by the fortunes and

misfortunes of the Jewish community.23 A new Ukrainian

sovernment was proclaimed on July 16, 1917, All minority

groups were to be provided with a status of full equality.

Unfortunately, Kerensky's Provisional Government refused te

recognize the Ukraine's demand for autonomy. In reaction to

6
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the Bolehevik ooup on November 7, 1917, the Ukrainian

People's Republic was established on November 20. 24 After

thie, there wae a period of confusion, extreme violence, and

anarchy. As cvntrol over the army declined, pogroms occurred

daily. The Bolsheviks invaded in January 1918. Animosity

between the citiee and the villages grew. The Jews,

traditionally viewed as exploiters and speculators, were

blamed for the misfortunes of the country. They also came to

be identified with Communism, which made murdering Jews

merely an extension of the anti-Bolehevik struggle.

Although the government itself opposed the pogroms and

threatened punitive measures, it was powerless to prevent

the population and troops from acting on their own.2~ During

the late 1920s calm was restored, often by brutal means, but

eventually an organization came into being yet again to

fight for Ukrainian independence. Known as the Organization

of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN), it was led by Yaroslav

Stetsko. In 1940, the OUN split in two with the mostly older

members following Andrei Melnyk and the younger, more

uncompromising members following Stefan Bandera, who was the

western Ukrainian leader. Both formed military units which

trained in German-occupied territories. 26 In March 1941,

Stefan Bandera's group issued a declaration calling for

Ukrainian independence and individual freedom. 27 Members of

the Bandera faction then officially declared Ukraine's

independence in Lviv on June 30, 1941. A pogrom against the

7
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though some UPA leaders
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Jewish population followed the radio announcement. 2S

In 1942, the DUN became more military than political and

the Ukrainian Insurgent Army, or UPA, was created. According

to David Marples, groups within the UPA formed a sscurity

service that interrogated, tortured, and terrorized the

population and collaborated with the Nazis. Known for

executing Jews, attacking entire villages, and

iNcli~~~imin_tQly killing anyone suapected of aupporting the

Soviets, the partisans knew and feared the UPA.29 Ths

ljQ~m.n~ _~~~~tQcl OUN leaders under Stetsko and placed

Bandera under house arrest. From then on, he did not play an

active role in the events, being sentenced to death for his

revolutionary activities, although the sentence was later

commuted to life imprisonment. 30 Later, Bandera was released

together with supporters who returned to Ukraine to continue

their earlier activities. Some, including Bandera, feared

recognition and recapture and made their way to Western

European countries. 31

Denounced by Soviet historians, reexamination of

Bandera's actual role since 1989 has shown that a majority

of the UPA members opposed the Germans. Individual

policemen, and not members of the UPA or SS, were for the

for atrocities against the Jews.

were known to hold anti-Semitic

views. 32 Bandera. dubbed a traitor by Stalin's regime, has

been rehabilitated following the collapse of the USSR and in

8
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some towns and villages in a newly independent Ukraine, his

statue has replaced that of Lenin. 33

Apart from Bandera's group, the Vlasovites were also

feared by the Jewish partisans. Major General Andrey

Andreyevich Vlasov was of peasant origins. He had

enthusiastically supported the revolution and had a

successful career as a Red Army officer. He experienced and

was able to see at close hand how Stalin and his regime

acted. He was captured by the Germans in 1942 and received

good treatment from them. AlI of these events combined

caused him to turn against Stalin and the system. 34 He did

not consider it treason to collaborate with and accept aid

from the Germans -nor, after aIl, had Lenin in 1917- in

order to destroy Stalin's regime. He justified this by

noting that a majority of the population wanted Stalin

overthrown. 35 This was a reasonable assumption since, in

several instances, when the German soldiers invaded the

USSR. they were greeted as liberators with bread and salt.

The loss of millions of lives in Stalin's purges, the labor

camps, and the forced collectivization were still fresh in

Soviet minds. On January 14, 1942, a Red Army Captain wrote

in his diary that many of the villagers had collaborated

with the invaders and had betrayed the partisans. 36

Vlasov became the titular head of the Russian National

Committee which was founded at the end of 1942.37 Tha

Smolensk Manifesto was the first issued by the Vlasov

9
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Movement and described the committee"s program which called

for the Red Army to join its army and fight side by side

with the Germans. ss General Vlasov later wrote an open

letter explaining why he took up arms against Bolshevism.

Throughout the letter, it is clear that he is anti-Bolshevik

and anti-Stalin. There is, however, no hint of animosity

towards the Jews. S9 In the movement"s Prague Manifesto of

November 14, 1944, there was no criticism of the Jews,

despite pressure from the Nazi authorities to include anti

Semitic statements. 40

The Vlasov Movement was not a "risht-" or "left-wins"

orsanization. Anti-Semitism was not part of its ideology,

though some serious charges were lodged against the

movement. 41 In an outline of courses from the Dabendorf

Propaganda School, the courses on "The Jewish Question" and

"Jewry in Russia" were anti-Semitic in their content and

linked the anti-Bolshevik struggle with the Strussle asainst

Jews. 42

Vlasov sought the opposite of what the present resime

represented, that is, justice, private property, individual

security, and freedom from oppression. Germany"s National

Socialism was not desired nor was it considered suitable.

Vlasov"s initial high esteem for the Germans srew into

distaste and disillusionment, however, he continued to use

their resources43 and Stalin responded by denouncing Vlasov,

alons with Baverai others, as traitors and spies. Thus the

10
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Presidium of ths Supreme Soviet of the USSR issued a decree

on April 19, 1943, in accordance with which the Military

Collegium of the Supreme Court of the USSR condemned Vlasov

and his supporters to be hanged. 44

In order to defeat the Germans, the Soviet Union relied

not only on the Red Army, but on the partisans as weIl. The

Bolsheviks had made extensive use of partisans in the Civil

War of 1918 to 1920, but the Soviet partisan movement as

organized during the Second World War was unique. It

constitutsd the largest in Europe and became more and more

closely linked with the army and with the Communist Party,

towards the end of the war. Indeed, the Central Staff for

Partisan Warfare was attached to the Supreme Headquarters of

the Red Army. Marshal Klimentii Voroshilov, the Minister of

Defence, was commander-in-chief of the movement. Panteleymon

Ponomarenko. First Secretary of the Communist Party of

Belorussia, was made Lieutenant-General and Chief of Staff.

He appointed and dismissed partisan leaders, signed Central

Staff orders, and generally directed operations. 45 By 1944,

the partisan movement became a powerful arm of the Red

Army.4S

The partisans, or guerrillas, were members of bands of

irregular troops who took part in the war independently of

the principal combatants and engaged in many risky

enterprises. They knew the countryside weIl, and operated in

small groups using the forest , swamps, mountains, and so on,

11



• to their advantage. Choosing their targets carefully,47 they

weakened German positions, harassed fleeing troops, and

helped with the "clean-up" and reorganization of areas that

were freed from the Germans. Jews played a substantial role

in the movement and in many cases, even initiated the

resistance groups. They found it difficult to choose what

actions to take and when. The unique aspects of Jewish life

under German occupation, in the ghettos and as partisans

living in the forests, led to drastic changes in their

lives. Sticking to their own groups and making themselves

valuable to the partisans as specialists were the main

methods by which the Jews fought back and the means they

used for self-preservation. They segresated themselves, as

the Nazis had sesresated them, but for different reasons.

The Jewish role has not been properly assessed in Soviet

studies of partisan warfare. Literature on the subject in

English is also seant -although not for the sarne reasons-.

Hence the purpose of the present essay is to answer a

question rarely posed and unanswered: What did Jewish

partisans try to achieve and to what degree did they become
" .

involved in the very peculiar circumstances that prevailed

on the Eastern front? The sole scholarly study of the

subject, .IeKi.l:Sl.[hl..--JP=:.ail,;rl::t=i,=sclla.lln~SL;·~..JA:l.-_I.ID1..Io~C:.lOJllllmll:e:.lnlJt""a:IJr~Yl'-_.I.lo!J,f_....Jl.!eôlwrLl~sl;l.hu

•
Resistance ln the SOviet Union Puring WQr1d War II, by J.N.

Porter, was only published in 1982. Porter"s parents,

ironically, themselves took part in the Jewish partisan

12
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movement in the Soviet Union; his father was a commander and

hie mother wae a cook .
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WORLD WAR II

The Second World War began with the German invasion of

Poland that had been predetermined by the Molotov-Ribbentrop

Pact which came into being August 23, 1939 and was modifisd

on September 28, 1939. On September l, Germany attacked

western Poland and, by September 18, the Polish army waB

defeated. Britain and France ordered the Germans to withdraw

.ncl clsclarecl war against the Third Reich on September 3,

following its failure to meet the ultimatum"s deadline. The

~qvi~t Uni~n. in acc~rclance with the non-aggreseion pact,

did nothing until September 17, when the Red Army entered

Eastern Poland. The Soviet Union annexed Eastern Galicia and

Western Belorussia in September 1939. On February 11, 1940,

the German and Soviet governmentB Bigned an economic

agreement in order to render the British blockade

ineffective. Lithuania and the Vilna area, Latvia, and

EBtonia were annexed by the Soviet Union in June 1940, and

BesBarabia and northern Bukovina in July.1

The annexation of theBe new territories and populations

increased the Jewish population of the Soviet Union, from

approximately 3,080,000 to 5,250,000. 2 This Jewish

population was deeply shocked -as were others- by the swift

capitulation of Foland to the Nazis, which is why most

welcomed the Soviet presence. Jews hoped that it would

protect them from the Germans. When the Red Army entered the

newly annexed territories, the Soviet authorities began to
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imQoss Soviet-style administrative, economic, cultural, and

social frameworks. A policy of Ukrainization and White

Russification ensued. The Jews came to bo regarded with

suspicion as the inherent antisemitism of the population

resurfaced. Paradoxically, many Jews were accused of being

Nazi spies. Arrests, investigations, and deportations were

frequent. 3 Jewish refugees from Nazi-occupied térritories

raised the suspicions of the NKVD (secret police) by trying

to maintain contact with friends and family members they had

left behind. Middle class Jews suffered owing to the

nationalization policies imposed by Soviets authorities.

Most of the intelligentsia, (except teachers, who were

neededl. survived unemployment by the sale of personal

belongings and the support of relatives. They sold furniture

and family heirlooms in order to barter them for food, Binee

at a time of scarcety (where the civilian population was

concerned) money itself no longer inspired confidence. Sorne

young Jews went off to work and sent their ruble earnings

back to their families in order to help them. They worked in

the Ural coal mines, and in industrial plants and

collectives in Belorussia, the Ukraine, and Russia. 4

Just over one year after the signing of the Molotov

Ribbentrop Pact, on December 18, 1940, Hitler ordered

preparations for "Operation Barbarossa, " the invasion of the

USSR. Meanwhile. on January 10, 1941, a German-Soviet

economic agreement was concluded and in May 1941, Stalin
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officially recognized the new situation brought about in the

Balkans by German expansion. The peculiar amity of the Nazi

and Soviet dictators took a critical turn on June 22, 1941,

when the army of the Third Reich invaded the USSR without a

declaration of war. The Germans attacked in three

simultaneous directions; towards Leningrad, Moscow, and

Ukraine and the south-west. In response, Stalin proclaimed

the "Great Patriotic War," which to Russians recalled the

Napoleonic invasion, when the country was also defended by

the use of a "scorched earth" policy and the employment of

partisans. Twenty days later, on July 12, the British and

Soviets concluded an alliance. One month later, on August

14, the Soviet government and the Polish government-in-exile

signed a military agreement. The Soviet government declared

that aIl agreements with Germany regarding the partitions of

Poland were revoked.

Red Army soldiers were in full retreat. Some hid in the

forests or were hidden by peasants, while others simply

fled. A number of soldiers were captured by the Germans and

were placed in camps where many died. The Germans moved on

towards Moscow, meeting with strong resistance at Smolensk

and failing to capture the Russian capi~l, although some

German units did manage to reach Moscow's suburbs. The

bitter battle for the city lasted from October to December

1941. Leningrad was besieged for 28 months, and also never

fell into German hands even though most of western Russia
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• w.g occupisd. Thim wag • key ars••g it ccnt.insd two-thi~~~

af the heavy induatry and aighty per cent of the population.

Yet much of the industrial plants and as weIl as the workers

hMd been evaeuated to the east using the Siberian railroad.

In early December 1941, the Germans began a stratQsi~

br....~h~
~~t~~~tA~Bout by the Red Army's suceeasful defenee of Moseow

and an exeeptionally coId winter, for whieh the infantry of

the Third Reieh was even less prepared than the Soviets. The

Red Army then began its winter offensive whieh lasted until

the Germans' counterattack in May 1942. The main target of

the German summer offensive was the Caucasian oilfields, and

in particular the main Baku oil area in Azerbaidjan. They

managed to regain some territory previously oeeupied, but on

November 19, the Soviet counteroffensive besan. The German

troops were surrounded in Stalingrad and surrendered in

February 1943 after Hitler had refused to allow Von Paulus,

his commander, to withdraw and German relief forces failed

to break through the Russian lines. The Red Army's

• \

successful offensives continued, culminating with the drive

towards Berlin in January 1945, and ending in May following

the city's capture. This brought the war in Europe to an

end. El

How did the German invasion of the Soviet Union affect

the Jews? Germany occupied most of the Soviet-annexed

territories, incl>\ding aIl of Belorussia and much of the

western Ukraine. Unconcerned about the local population's
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reaction, the Nazis behaved without restraint and they

immediately began mass killings of Jews as part of the Final

Solution. 6 Einsatzgruppen, mobile killing equade, followed

the German army into the Soviet Union and slaughtered the

Jews in two waves, from June to October 1941 and again in

January 1942. The Baltic states, White Russia, Ukraine, and

the Crimea-Caucasus area each fell under the control of

EinBdtZgruppen of battalion strength. 7 Theee mobile unite

had unlimited power as they were independent of the army and

consisted of 500 to 900 men. The Germans often recruited

Ukrainians, Latvians, Lithuanians, and Estonians as

auxiliary police when they needed greater numbers. 6 The

areas that were occupied by the Nazis were divided up

politically and administratively into areas under civilian

German rule. This included Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, part

of Beloruesia, Ukraine, and an area under military rule

which included German-occupied Soviet Union. 8

In the regions annexed by the Soviet Union in 1939-40,

evacuation of Jews was impossible due to the rapid advance

of the Germans. In the first wave, the Einsatzgruppen

advanced 600 miles into Russian territory. Many Jews were

ignorant of what awaited them and chose not to flee.

Approximately 15,000 Jews, mostly Soviet officials, escaped

while 220,000 to 225,000 Jews remained in German-occupied

Lithuania. 10 Many of the Jews who had fled to the Caucasus

and the Crimea were overtaken by the Germans' quick advance
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• in thA fall of 1941 and the summer of 1942 and were killed.

Large-scale massacres occurred widely. Between October 23

and 25, 1941, about 26,000 Odessa Jews were killed. By April

16, 1942, approximately 90,000 Jews were killed in the

Crimea and the area was declared free of Jews. 11

Approximately 4 million Jews lived in the areas occupied by
50

the Germans, and of these, some 3 million orAwere murdered.

The rest were saved by deportation, evacuation, drafting

into the Red Army, or by joining the partisans. Few of the

Jews who remained in the cities and towns survived the

war. 12

The Nazis established ghettos in western Ukrainian and

eastern Belorussian cities such as Vilna, Kovno, Shavli,

Bialystok, Riga, Minsk, Mogilev, Zhitomir, and Berdichev. In

many places, the Jews were killed before ghettos could be

established. 13 In the fall and winter of 1941, those Jews

who were not immediately killed, were segregated,

•

r.egistered, forced to wear the yellow star, being only

permitted hand luggage and deprived of food. Usually, this

meant starvation or freezing to death. Many were shot in

nearby woods and ravines. The ghettos were set up in the

decrepit outskirts of towns or were improvised on empty

lots, in decayed halls, factoriea, huta, and warehouses.

Closed ghettos were moatly set up in the second month of the

German occupation in places with large Jewiah communitiAA

and regional towns. Open lots, fenced in with barbed-wire,
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• often served as ghettos in these areas.~4

The ghettos were decimated by the Germans in 1941 and

1942. The German administration of Lithuania initiated the

extermination operations carried out in Eastern Lithuania.

between January 1942 and July 1943.~~ In Western Belorussia

and the RSFSR, twelve of the twenty-three ghettos were

destroyed before the end of 1941. and six more within the

fi~Rt two months of 1942. In Ukraine, forty-three of the

seventy were liquidated beiore the end of 1941, and the rest

by mid-1942. The Germans and local police would surround the

ghetto. telling the Jews to gather in order to be evacuated.

They were then led to nearby forests or ravines and stot.~e

The worst massacre took place at Babi Yar. outside Kiev,

where over 33,000 Jews were killed between September 29 and

30. 1941.~7 Similar mass executions took place at Ponary.

Polykovichi, Ilovsky Yar, the Ninth Fort, Mogalenshchina,

and numerous other killing grounds.~S

The Minsk ghetto, with a population of 80,000 to 100,000

Jews was created on July 20, 1941, and was the four th

largest ghetto in Eastern Europe.~e The Jews of Minsk, like

those of other Soviet towns, had no organized religious body

or political movement to turn to. Thus, unification and

organ1zat1on of the Jews was d1ff1cult. 2o It 1s est1mated

that 175,000 of the 220,000 Jews living in Lithuania were

killed between July and November 1941, while the reat were

• enclosed in the Vilna, Kovno, Shavli,
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1

ghettos. 21.

Bialystok, Polish up to November 1, 1939, then

Belorussian until June 27, 1941, was incorporated by the

Germans into the German province of Eastern Prussia. This

was no doubt, at least in part, due to the fact that

Bialystok was an industrial center, especially important for

its textile industries. 22 The 200,000 Jews of the district

"enjoyed" special political status under the Nazi

occupation. 23

When Vilna was added to Lithuania, the number of

Lithuanian Jews increased by 80,000 from 150,000 to 230,000.

In the last months of 1939, it is estimated that 15,000

Jewish refugees reached Lithuania from German and Soviet

occupied Poland. Included in this figure are survivors of

the liquidations of the Swieczany, Rzesza, Bezdany, and

other ghettos. 24 Approximately 5,000 Jews managed to

emigrate before the Germans came, and a further 5,000 were

deported to the Soviet Union in June 1941.2~ In the last

phase of the liquidation of the Vilna ghetto, the "Jerusslem

of Llthu~21s, " the German command gave the order to wipe out

every remnant of Jewish life and spirit. Jews were gathered

and shot in parks, squares, cemeteries, and so on. Sometimes

they were gathered in buildings, particularly synagogues,

which were then set on fire. At the same time, Germans

wrought their fury upon the Torah scrolls by stepping on

them, ripping them into pieces, and burning them. 2B
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When Jews began escaping from ghettos in larger numbers,

the Germans intensified their campaign of terror. Jews were

now dog-tagged to make identification easier. 27 A new daily

policy of collective responsibility was implemented. If an

escaped Jew was identified, in retribution his immediate

family (parents, spouse, children) as weIl as his labor camp

leader (the person who supervised him during forced labor)

were killed. This was intended as a deterrent for Jews

considering fleeing to the forest .
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PARTISANS: BEGINNINGS OF SOVIET ARMED RESISTANCE

Mountains, forests, or swamps are ideal territory for

partisan warfare, but there were few mountainous areas in

the occupied territories of the Soviet Union. Soviet

partisans attempted to make use of the northwestern part of

the Caucasus and the foothills, the small Yaila range in the

Crimea, and the Carpathians in western Ukraine, but had

little success due mainly to the fact that the local

populations, such as the Tatars, were uncooperative and

opposed the Soviet regime.J. The most "successful" partisans

in the northern Caucasus operated in the swamps of the Kuban

river delta. 2

Much of the German-occupied territory was fIat and open

except for small swamp and forest areas along the waterways.

Any detachment that tried to operate in these areas was

attacked and destroyed by the Germans. s The northern part of

the occupied territories was forested and had numerous

swamps and lakes. The Pripet marshes were too deep, however,

to be used. The partisans based themselves, instead, in

better-drained forest areas of Bryansk, in smaller swamp

regions, and on the fringes of the Pripet. 4

Little information is available on the early stages and

planning of partisan activity before 1941. It appears that

on June 27, five days after the war began, Nikita

Khrushchev, head of the Ukrainian Communist party, gave

detailed instructions to a provincial Party secretary
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regarding the organization of partisans. 6 According to John

A. Armstrong, it is almost certain that some contingency

planning had taken place before the war began, otherwise it

is highly unlikely that instructions could have been issued

within a week of the outbreak of the war. s Twelve days after

the invasion, on July 3, Stalin gave his celebrated speech

on Soviet radio in which he called for the creation of

partisan detachments:

Partisan units must form up on the occupied
territories. Diversion groups must attack enemy
troops and spread war throughout the country by
demolishing and destroying roads and bridges, and
cutting communications; by setting fire to
forests, enemy depots and transport convoys.
Conditions in occupied territories must be made
intolerable for the enemy and his accomplices by
unrelenting assault and destruction. 7

A district committee meeting in Ukraine followed Stalin's

speech at which a short report on decisions of the Central

Committee of the Communist Party of the Ukraine taken after

Stalin's speech was made. The report called for the creation

of partis~n groups in threatened districts of Ukraine, for

the training of some members in the handling of mines, and

the laying of foundations in the forests for partisan bases

with provisions, arms, and explosives. s (See picture next

page.) Khrushchev was to lead the partisan movement in the

Ukraine. s

The Soviet partisan movement did not develop uniformly.

In Armstrong's view, there appear to have been three

distinct stages of development: June to December 1941,
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The text reads: "Spread the partisan war in
the fascist rear! Destroy communications,
bridges, roads, fuel supplies. enemy unite!"
Source: Cooper. M. The PhantoID War. Macdonald
& Jane's, 1979 .
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December 1941 to Autumn 1942, and autumn 1942 to aummer

1944. The first stage was unsuccessful. It was hoped to have

small partisan groups distributed throughout the

administrative subdivisions of the occupied territories, and

it was assumed that the local population wo'üd help. It

turned out, however, that they were unsympathetic, being

convinced that the Soviet system had been shattered and

would not be reestablished. However, the partisans were

mainly city men, lacking knowledge of the forest and of the

rural way of life. They suffered enormous losses and

achieved very little of military significance. Lo

On July 18, 1941, the Central Committee of the Soviet

Communist Party issued its first official calI for partisan

warfare against the German invaders. It cal1ed for the

creation of a vast movement even though there was little

that the political and military leaders could do to help in

terms of guidance, arms, radio equipment, clothes, and

medical personnel. The partisans were left to their own

devices.~~ The official Soviet history of the war blames

St.9.1.in Lor t..~is .le.cl!'. cf ..\3UiPPort. J)uring "Lanin' s .time, the

Party kept a register of those who had been trained in

underground and partisan activities and had worked to

strengthen the defensive capabilities of the country. Stalin

had purged the Party of all of these people in the ;930s. 12

The second stage, December 1941 to autumn 1942, began

with the repulsion of the German attack on MoSCOW.~3 The
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population became less convinced that the Soviet system

would not be reestablished and became less inclined to

accommodate itself to harsh German rule. Escaped Soviet

soldiers united together in small groups for protection and

attacked Germans in arder to obtain food. 14 At this time,

few partisans operated in Ukraine or the RSFSR steppe

provinces. 11:\

The Soviet government went to much trouble to orsanize

these soldier-partisans, to supply them, and to bring them

under central control. Radio and air contact were used, and

"parachuters" were dropped in order to contact the soldiers.

These new partisan groups or brigades numbered between 350

to 2000 men each. There was a tendency among many of the

partisans to avoid very risky or strenuous operations. After

much hardship, many had attained some relative security and

comfort. Few had any local roots, although many became

attached to local women. The partisans were not inclined to

incite German attention or retribution upon their villages.

This revived partisan movement, though impressive in numbera

,and ,in potential s!:.rf.!n«.th, ,accom;pl,iehe,d little of military

worth in proportion to its size and the amount of territory

that it controlled. It did, however, demonstrate that Soviet

power was not "dead."16

The third stage, from autumn 1942 to summer 1944,

involved much movement on the part of the partisans. In the

Belorussian and northern RSFSR regions, the partisans" main
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objective was to attack the German forces, particularly

isolated or unsuarded German units and installations, and to

interrupt communications, and engage in sabotage of various

types. 17 The ensuing counterattacks obliged the partisans to

move and break their ties, at least for the time being, with

the local area. The amount of armed conflict continued to

remain rather limited, however.

The Bryansk forest region was seen as extremely

strategie and the partisans in it were of great importance.

It was close to major German military positions and to the

northern limit of the east Ukrainian steppe. The location

was Boon to ceaBe being strategie with the German withdrawal

only a matter of time, following their defeat at Stalingrad

in late 1942. 1s The Bryansk forest thus came to be seen as a

base from which to extend partisan activities to new

areas. 19 In 1943, the Ukrainian partisans needed to transfer

from the southern areas of the Bryansk forest to the west

and southwest. 20 The German and Soviet soldiers fought in

this area but failed to penetrate the swamps surrounding the

town. !hie gap,. the Bryansk. gap,. str.etched over. a

considerable distance and allowed both soldiers and

civilians to move between the German-occupied area and the

Soviet area. 21

The third stage also featured "Roving Bands." They moved

in units for hundreds of miles and kept mainly to the

forest. Many of these bands moved into Ukrainian territory.
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• Famous brigar'ao that took part in this movement were those

under the command of M.I. Naumov, S.A. K~vpak. and A.N.

Saburov. They were followed by other partisan groups. By the

summer of 1943, the partisans controlled the forests east of

Volhynia. 22 These incursions led to limited military

accomplishments but. in 1944. the roving bands were used to

extend the

countries. 23

Jviet partisan movement into neighboring

According to Reuben Ainsztein, the partisan movement

only became an effective element in the Sovi~t w.r Rtr.tAdY

following the creation of the Central Partisan Staff on May

30. 1942. 24 The Central Staff became the main headquarters

of the Soviet partisan movement. It took another year to

create and impose a centralized system of command and

control of the partisans and underground activities. In

midsummer 1942, it was in radio contact with only 10 percent

of the partisan groups. By mid-November, the number doubled.

By January 1943, there were 424 radio transmitters among the

partisans. allowing the Central Staff to communicate

•

directly with 1,131 detachments. Numerous partisan units

continued to operate independently.2e Communication with

unoccupied parts of the country increased partisan morale

and convinced the local population of the euthority of the

partisan commanders. 28 Armstrong quotes M.I. Naumov:

A partisan staff which had a radio station wes,
in the eyes of the population, an official organ
of Soviet power, and a detachment commander with
whom Moscow dealt was an official representative
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of the Soviet state for both partisans and
population, its plenipotentiary in the occupied
territory. Pereonally, l coneider that the very
greateet service of the Ukrainian Staff of the
Partiean Movement during that time was the
organization of widely ramified radio connectione
between Moecow and the population of the
temporarily occupied regione. 27

In 1943, the eyetem wae perfected by grouping partieane

along national-territorial linee with the larger Soviet

republice having their own national movements. 28 These units

or Partisan Confederations, included brigades, beo.ttalione,

divieions, details, and so on. (See Appendix 1) Radio

contact. couriers, and emissaries kept the larger unite in

touch with Moecow. Suppliee were airlifted to the partisans

and some partisans were trained in Moscow in epecial

military ekille for partiean tactics and then were sent back

behind enemy lines. 28

Aineztein citee the official Soviet history eetimate on

the number of Soviet partieane at 865,440 in the Soviet

occupied territoriee. They killed, wounded, or took prieoner

1.5 million Germane, their alliee, and local collaborators.

These numbers include the Red army soldiers caught behind

':the Germ\\\nl'!' e.d\'ar.cl'. \l'he- fŒ.lght beh'in1 ',th", '. German'3' 1l!.nef:

until they could rejoin the Red Army, ae weIl as, thoee in

the partiean reserves. so Jack Porter puts the total at

400,000 to 500,000 partisans. These numbers do not include

agents, eaboteurs, demolition teams, doctors, nurees, cooks,

and support personnel. 31

The decision to organize a partiean movement and to
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resist the Germans was not an easy one for the Jews. There

are a number of Jews who immediately began to do so.

However, even later in the war, during the third stage of

its development, when a movement clearly existed and the

number of partisans was increasing daily, some Jews

continued to hesitate to join them. This was due to the

speci~ic dilemma they alone faced. This dilemma was further

complicated by their religious beliefs and the manipulation

of those beliefs by the Nazis.

THE JEWISH DILEMMA

When the Germans attacked the Soviet Union, most Jews

believed that the Red Army would quickly defeat the Germans

and overcome the attack. Tens of thousands of young men

volunteered for the army and those who could have fled did

not and were overtaken by the advancing German army.32 In

Pinsk and many other places, the German Aktionen killed most

of the youth as weIl as men from the ages of 16 to 60. 33 The

community leaders and the intelligentsia of the western

regions were also quickly killed off by the Germans. 34 Thus,

most of those who would normally have organized resistance

groups and joined the underground were dcad.

The remaining Jews, initially, did not believe in nor

did they even fathom the possibility of mass extermination.

There was no precedent for this, and besides, the world

would not allow it. 35 Many believed that if they survived

the successive Aktionen that they would not be harmed. The
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Judenrata, Jewiah governing bodiea set up by the Germana,

enoouraged euoh false hopea. Many membera of the Judenrata

believed in the poaaibility of aaving the survivors only if

they oould show the Germans that they were "useful Jews" and

if they did not aggravate the Germans. S6 The Judenrat

system, in many cases, hindered the organization of

underground and partisan movements. They argued that the

movements endangered Jewish lives and brought extermination

closer. The Jewish underground, heeding the Judenrats"

warnings, did everything possible not to endanger the ghetto

populations. They were oonvinoed, though, that there would

be no deliveranoe without a struggle and as they were facing

extermination, armed resistance was cruoial even if there

was no hope of survival. s7 A compromise was reached: an

uprising could only be started if the majority of the Jews

believed that the Germans intended to kill aIl the Jews of a

particular area. ss The populations of the ghettos beoame

apprehensive and participation in many oases was withdrawn.

The Jewa were essentially an urban element of the

population who had few, if any, contacts with the villages.

They had a fear of the forest and preferred to remain living

under a roof, in a home. sa Part of the difficulty for the

Jews lay in their being a national minority who knew neither

the areas nor the roads to the fighting. 4o In terms of

physîcal ruggedness, the Jews were usually înferior to the

non-Jewieh partisans. Their urban lifestyles and diets, and
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their lack of physical sturdiness did not make them feel

strong enough to survive in the WOOdS.4~ The rural Jews were

more rugged but formed a small percentage of the Jewish

partisans. For the most part, they lacked military education

and had no training in the use of arms. Most had evaded

military service due to discrimination. 42 Though few Jews

knew of tree-felling and digging, there were many cobblers,

carpenters, and locksmiths among them. The Jews also held a

virtual monopoly when it came to providing doctors and

nurses for the partisans. 43 In this way, they weI'€: able to

compensate for their "physical" limitations and their lack

of expertise in guerrilla warfare.

Most of the Jewish partisans joined their movements or

groups in 1942 and the first half of 1943. At this time the

Germans were still powerful in the occupied territories of

the Soviet Union and the Soviet partisan movement did not

have a strong foothold. At the end of 1943, it was

relatively easy to join the partisans due to the fact that

the Red Army was gaining victories. However, by then, there

were hardly any Jews left to join. 44 Earlier in the war,

Jewish relations with non-Jewish partisans were difficult,

that is, when contact could be made. This was in large part

because of the isolation of the ghettos from each other and

especially of the smaller ghettos from which the partisans

came. 45 For those who decided to go to the forest, the

decision often came later in the war when everything was
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more difficu1t. They needed to procure arms and make

contacts with the outside. The procurement of arms 1eft

behind by f1eeing ooldiers wou1d have been easier at the

beginning of the war before the peasants had seized and

hidden the weapons. They a1so needed to get past the barbed

wire surrounding the ghetto and the sentries guarding the

ghetto. Initia11y, the ghettos had not been c10se1y guarded

and escape was re1atively easy. Later, there were garrisons

in the villages, pickets at bridges and roads, surprise

ambushes, and peasants and guerrilla bands who were as anti

Semitic as the Nazis to be taken into consideration. 48

An important personal and moral issue that confronted

ghetto Jewe was the concept of family responsibility. It was

a difficult decision to leave one s elderly parents, wife,

children. Those who remained with their families displayed

great courage, yet were the very ones needed by the

resistance. Many preferred to die together than risk the

uncertainty of life in the forests. 47 Jews who had living

family members felt a restriction on their freedom of action

and a reduction of their personal initiative. 48 The youth

were the prime candidates for escape to the forests but in

many cases, they were also the only source of support and

income for the family.48

According to the Torah, each Jew is responsible for his

fellow Jew both in times of prosperity and adveraity. The

Nazis. aware of this, threatened them with the endangerment
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• of the entire ghetto's population in the case of

rebellion.oo The Jewish view of life saw Jewish survival as

essential and thus saw physical resistance as dangerous and

with little assurance of survival. They felt it was safer

not to organize an underground but rather to recognize their

spiritual and moral superiority.o~

The decision to go to the fore st was often more

difficult than agreeing to "simple" resistance and

•

compromises were frequently made. In Bialystok on February

27, 1943, Mordechai Tenenbaum concluded an underground

meeting with the following:

The stand taken by the assembled comrades is
clear. We will do everything possible to enable as
many as can be mobilized for this purpose to join
the partisan war in the forest. Everyone else from
our midst who remains in the ghetto will have ta
react with the first attack on a Jew. There is no
desire in us to bargain for life, but it is
necessary to face objective conditions. The most
important thing is to preserve to the last the
dignity of the members of our Movement.02

The ghetto Jews would learn of unsuccessful attempts to

reach the forest and would be discouraged from attempting to

escape. The Gestapo used this fear to their advantage. In

\?he l'Iinl3k'.ghe\;tG', tke populaiti,·.m had \\;0 gat'her eve'I'Y-' Sun:ia-:t

in Jubilee Square for roll-call. They were warned that Jews

who fled would be killed by Russian partisans. If they

remained in the ghetto, and promised to work hard, they

would be allowed to survive. 03 Captured partisans were left

hanging in public for days as a warning to others. (See

picture next page.)
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A warning 10 others hung round a dead purisan's neck. The German
version reads: 'We are parrisans. and have been shol by German soldier.,

·Ol'. ao \\'1., Capper ·6t\\\t~~S. ".The ". 'l;r'!l.I1s1ation
should read: ... and have been shooting at
German soldier$. (The Ukrainian version
repeats the same warning). Source: Cooper, M.
The phantpm War, Macdonald & Jane"s, 1979 .
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One must also consider what the Jews' motives were for

deciding to resist and fight. The two main motivations were

revenge and survival. The motive of each respective person

dictated how they behaved and the decisions they made. The

Jewish partisans avenged Jewish blood and honor and in sorne

cases managed to salvage Torah scrolls from the enemy.6~

Irving Porter lived in Ukraine. In 1942, he left his family

and went to the forest to join the partisans. Two days

later, his family was killed. oo Jack Porter said at his

father's funeral that Irving "was forced into killing Nazis.

He took nekumah against them. Revenge."oe He took revenge

for the twenty-five dead family members who were shot down

in a ditch and covered with lime all in one nisht. However,

he only killed Nazis during battles. He could not kill them

face to face. 57

Other partisans sought survival, as well as, life and

death with dignity. Often that meant leaving the ghetto for

the forest. Tuvia Bielski is one of the prime examples of

those who was motivated by survival. He was not interested

in "mili.tary g.lo.r.y.. ,!:Iis on! y goa}. was t.o save. ElS .many, Jews as

he could. Jews were sent into ghettos to rescue others so

that they could live and survive.os

More often than not the idea of waging war against the

Germans was seen as more important than saving lives and

aften led ta a quick death. Dr. Yehezkel Atlas, Alter

Dworecky, and Hirsch Kaplinsky distinguished themselves as
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outstanding partisan leaders and courageously battled the

enemy. Unfortunately, by the end of December 1942, they were

aIl dead. 6s ~gardleSs of their motives, resistance

usually began in the ghettos as this was where the remaining

living Jews were concentrated. The Jewish dilemma fisured

prominently here. Even so, it would seem that important work

was done in the ghettos, the birthplace of much of the

Jewish partisan resistance .
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Appendix 1

The smallest independent partisan unit was the
detachment or otryad. It could vary' from 50 to 80 fishters
to several hundred. These fighters were organized in
platoons and companies. Most of the otl~~dy were named after
their commanders, famous heroes, or cities. Four to six
otryady were combined into brigades or brigady and several
brigades would form a brigade group or soedi/lenie. Some
brigade groups became partisan divisions, such as Kovpak"s
Sumsk Brigade Group. Every member of the partisan movement
had to swear an oath. They swore to carry out the orders of
their commanders, not to give up fighting the enemy, to
assist the Red Army without regard for themselvea or their
lives, to die rather than surrender, and swore that ehould
they fail to uphold their oath they should die a
diahonourable death at the hands of their comradea.
(Ainaztein, Jewisb Resistance, p.280, Iwens,
p.l42, and Cooper, p.lO.)
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GHETTOS

The ghettos became places where Jews organized

themselves and where they were recruited for the partisan

movement. 1 Sometimes several underground organizations would

be formed within one gbetto in order to cater to the various

desires of the Jews. As time passed, these groups merged or

united to fight their common enemy. Once these groups became

organized, goals had to be set. Sorne groups preferred

resistance inside the ghetto while others sought to join the

forest partisans. Refugees from the small towns who escaped

during the massacres were absorbed into the larger ghettos.

Their knowledge of the neighboring villagee and forests, as

weIl as their experience in forest life and their mobility

made them important to underground activities. 2

The first group of surviving Jewish Communists in Kovno

began to resist and organize as early as September 1941. At

the end of 1941, the various Communist groups joined

together and created the Anti-Fascist and Partisan

Organization of the Kovno Ghetto, with Chaim Yellin as the

ma.in leader. 3. In ~he Qeginn~ng Df Ma~ch 1942, the Rertiean

Organization and the Zionist Brothe"tood, formed in November

1941, created the joint Anti-Fascist Organization. Among its

leaders was Moshe Levin, commander of the ghetto police and

a member of the Zionist Revisionist organization. 4

The Antifascist and Partisan Organization initiated

important work in the ghetto. rts numbers grew daily as did
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its influence among the ghetto population. Hembers were able

to obtain and set up a powerful transmitter from which,

every day, they transcribed news summaries about Soviet

vic tories and important events from the Soviet information

bureau and distributed the leaflots in the ghetto. o The

underground also started sabotage operations and though

small, each caused some trouble for the Germans. Bills of

lading on train carriases and cargo destinations were

changed, engines and machines sabotaged, wires eut, and

tires punctured. B The organization·s main task was to

recruit partisans for the forests and to procure arms for

them. 7

Part of the problem lay in the fact that the closest

forest with partisans in it was in White Russia, 200

kilometers away. The Communists established a Jewish

Partisans' Committee in the winter of 1942 following contact

with partisans in the forests. s Chaim Yellin had contacts

with underground Communists outside the ghetto and from the

Lithuanians he learned that there were "Red Partisans" in a

foreet 15G. kd.J:.ometers ·a~:a~'. ·He ·set out te:- l~eet the ·l?aX'tlfl\'.\n~

who trained him in sabotage work before he returned to the

ghetto. He organized groups and arranged for their

•
transportation to the forest, always accompanying each group

and then returning to the ghetto. The Gestapo eventually

caught him, but he cut his throat to avoid being captured

alive. 9
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By late 1943, there were two separate bodies

coordinating partisan activities within Kovno ghetto: the

'Black Staff", a aecret inner council that organized groups,

departure times, and obtained transportation, arms, and

supplies for partisans leaving the ghetto for the forest,

and the 'Public Committee" , which raised funds for arms and

for equipping the partisans who were leaving for the

forests. The committee"s treasurer was the pharmacist Aizik

Sribnicki, also director of the ghetto dispensary.10

Yohanan Elkes did aIl in his power as head cf the

Judenrat to warn the population of dangers and along with

the local Jewish police force engaged in resistance

activities. Workshops were established in the city in order

to employ "useless" Jews, who were engaged in underground

work, and thus save them from the Nazis. Elkes helped people

to leave the ghetto and reach the forests. 11 The deputy

chief of police, Michael Bramson, was one of the first Jews

to acquire a weapon in th- ghetto and he used it to train

members of the underground. 12 Jacob Verblcvskii, along with

;.othf.'r :.Je,wi\s~ ];>o1:i= made. sure ·j;h.e.t Wo'.lrkers ·Blrjlggl.ing W8\'.î!-ono

and ammunition into the ghetto in their tools were not

detected during searches at the entrance-gate. They also

helped partisans leave the ghetto along with groups of

outside workers in order not to be noticed. 13 Arrangements

with Lithuanians were made to take care of and hide the

children of those who joined the partisans. Emissaries would
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search Kovno and its environs looking for families willing

to adopt Jewish children. 14 In this way. partisans who left

for the forest could be reasonably certain that their

children were safe.

Bialystok received special treatment from the Germans,

as previously mentioned. (See ghetto diagram next page.) The

Jews. though badly treated, were not killed as quickly as

the Jews in other ghettos, since they were needed by the

German entrepreneurs to work in the factories. The

entrepreneurs were able for several years to intercede on

behalf of their Jewish workers and prevented or limited sorne

of the Aktionen and transports. As long as this was the

case, most of the Jews felt it was safer to remain in the

ghetto than leave for the forest. The underground. which had

connections with the head of the Judenrat. who covered up

for it but opposed open rebellion. remained divided for

several years until it eventually united under the

leadership of Mordechai Tennenbaum-Tamarov. Under

Tenenbaum's leadership, it waa decided to poatpone any

r.e~·Dlt. 'tnu\'J cal~.r~;f'!:.ci:nf,l e.\"on~ J-ews in the 'hopea that m-.)l\,~

arma could be obtained or that the Red Army would liberate

the ghetto.1~ The aearch for arma was never-ending. Guns and

other weapons were smuggled into the ghetto and hidden in

caches. Grenades were a common weapon collected by the

partisans. JoB

As the war turned and the Germans retreated. the
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Bialystok Jews lost their privileges and liguidation seemed

imminent. At thie point, the underground bec~me increasingly

active. Transports increased in the summer of 1943. Just

before the final liguidation, Tennenbaum wrote an appeal to

the ghetto in which he told the Jews not to trust the

Gestapo. He urged them to avenge the deaths of their friends

and family members, to flee to the forests to join the

partis~ns, and to escape with arms. 17 (See Appendix 1)

In August, the last transport from Bialystok took place.

On August 16, the revoIt, led by Tennenbaum, began. However.

the Germans had come with heavy artillery, prepared to

encounter resistance. There were many casualties, including

some Germans. and the masses, frozen by fear, did not follow

the partisans. 18 Some of the fighters succeeded in burning

eguipment and stocks of raw materials before they were

killed. 19 A few, including a group of young women headed by

Chaika Grossman, managed to cross over to the Aryan section

of Bialystok and continued their anti-Nazi activities from

new locations, by maintaining contacts with the partisans in

the. :fo.t'este ..20 .• In .tR.ia':Wl.\Y, Eron~'·a Kilii).ari.eki and C:h6.1ika

Grossman were able to send the few ghetto survivors to the

forest. For a time, they supplied provisions to the group in

the forest until Soviet partisans and parachutists reached

their district. 21

The Vilna ghetto had a very active underground, with

several secret organizations. (See ghetto diagram next page)
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Plan of the Vilna Ghetto

Source: Arad, Yitzhak. Ghetto in F1ames, Yad
Vsahem. 1981, p.122.
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Towards the end of 1941, there were several youth groupa

operating in Vilna: the Communiste, headed by Itzik

Wittenberg, Hienna Borowska, and Berl Sherezhnevaki, were

the largest group. Betar was the second largest group.

Nissan Reznik and Shlomo Entin led the Zionist Youth and

Abba Kovner led Hashomer Hatsair. Although the leaders and

groupd maintained Borne contact, they were .......... .. prepared te

cooperate. 22 Itzik Wittenberg centacted

eomraclea as weIl as the organized Zionist youth rnovement and

the two groups joined together in late 1941 te form thQ

United Partisans Organization under his leadership, with

Abba Kovner and Josef Glazman as his deputiea, each in

charge of one of two battalions that made up the UPO.23 The

rallying cry was "Lisa ~allB us. "24

The UPO waB organized like an army with groupinga of

units and battalions, and with specifie rules of conduct. 25

It illustrated the ability of the Jews, who had no military

training or experience, to learn quickly how to organize and

wage guerrilla warfare. The individual cells met twice each

week, anà the cell leaders met Josef . Glazma~ e~er~ ~reek ~s

weIl. They educated the cells regarding resistance and

evenge, thus gaining fresh support and forming new ce11s.26

mass convention was held in the ghetto on Chanukah, in

1941. Glazman met with several Betariats and urged them to

resist and net to resign themselvea to annihilation. 27

The Vilna ghetto underground issued the follewing
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• proclamation to the Jewish partisans:

Let us not permit ourse Ives to be led like
sheep to slaughter. Jewish youth, do not believe
those that are trying to deceive you. Out of
80,000 Jews of Vilna, only 20,000 are left. Before
your eyes our parents, our brothers and sisters,
were t~ken away. Where are they, those hundreds of
men kidnapped and taken to forced labor by the
Llthuanlans? Where are the naked men, women and
chl1dren who were taken out ln that night of
terror of the "provocation"? Where are the Jews of
Yom Kippur? Where are our own brethren from the
other ghettos? Those who are taken out of the gate
of the ghetto will never return. AlI the Gestapo
roads lead to Ponary and Ponary means death. You,
the people who have within you seeds of despair,
do not be deluded. Your children, your husbands,
your wives are no longer. Ponary is not a labor
camp. AlI there were shot. Hitler plotted to
destroy aIl the Jews of Europe. It was the fate of
the Llthuanlan Jews to be the firet ones. Let us
not be led like sheep te the slaughter. True, we
are weak and helpless, but the only response to
the murclerer is self-defense. Brethren, lt is
better to dle flghting, like free fighting men,
than to live at the mercy of the murderers; to
defend oneself to the last breath. Take courage. 2S

This proclamation was issued by Abba Kevner and it was

believed that he wrete lt. There exists, hewever, a Yiddish
~

manuscript dated January 1, 1942, entitled "Don"t Go Llke

Sheep to Slaughter," that centains the same text as that

identified as Kovner's, though its author is unknewn. The

Yiddish text Eilso has these addltional sentences: "We urge

Jewish women to abstain sexually from German soldiers. We

Abraham H. Foxman claims that

meetingthe text was read on January 1, 1942, at a memorial

urge Jewlsh policemen to help their brethren."29 Yitzhak

~~.~ Arad attributes it to a Jewlsh Pioneer Youth Group and

~~(.~~ncludes a copy of the handwritten proclamation in his book
l-Lt - .Jl.~

~,ij 8-. DQr:"menta nn the HgJQQjlpet. 30

• 31''''
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• held by the Hechalutz Movement in memory of the Jews who had

been killed at Ponary.S1

In February 1942, Wittenberg contacted sorne Soviet

parachutists who had been dropped in the Skrabouchany

forest. Soon after, underground organizations were set up on

the Aryan Bide of Vilna. In the summer of 1942, the first

big act of sabotage was carried out outside the ghetto .
./'.

Vitlta JSÀmpnel" Itzhak Mackiewicz, and Moshe Brause execut."d

the plan and blew up a German military train full of

soldiers and ammunition. It.zik Wit.t.enberg praiAed t.h"

•

operation and stated that it showed the Germans that they

were not safe even though far from the front and that German

soldiers on their way to the front would be demoralized

before reaching his destination. It also showed that the UPO

was a force to be reckoned with. s2 Acts of sabotage in the

work places were often not planned by the underground

command, however they were regarded as positive by the

leaders and were encouraged. ss

The acquisition of arms was a constant problem for the

;pa.r>t.iaans .. The .arme seized. from Ge;t'man.arms depot.s were nDt

enough. It was difficult to purchase pistols, and even more

so rifles and machine-guns because of the constant increase

in priee and the danger in purchasing them. Thus, the

underground organizations built up stocks of other weapons,

such as. axes. bayonets. knives. and bars. Molotov cocktails

and hand grenades were produced in the Vilna, Kovno and
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S~hettos.S4 Often, it was too dangerous to smuggle the

weapons into the ghettos. and so they were put in hiding

places outside the ghettos, often in cemeteries or in

huts. 36 The Struggle-Yechiel group obtained most of its arms

from the Gestapo warehouses where several of its members

worked. From time to time, those who worked for the Gestapo

were permitted to bring wagonloads of items into the ghetto

for their families. As ':"he gate guards never checked these

wagons, the organization's members took advantage of this

privilege to smuggle in weapons that they had stolen from

the warehouses. se

In late 1942. Wittenberg met with members of the

"Alksnis" group. who were in radio contact with headquarters

in Moscow. Wittenberg wanted Moscow to be informed of the

UPO's existence and wished that it be recognized as a Jewish

combat organization ready to revoIt when the ghetto was to

be liquidated. however. it was recognized only as a link in

the Soviet partisan movement. S7 Wittenberg was in a dilemma.

As a Communist. he was bound to follow the Soviet line, as

slllPhas.ized .by the .AU:sl:\is. g.rouP.. wMch. called. for. actj v('>

combat against the Nazis. however. his organization had been

created to rise up within the ghetto as a means of defense

against final annihilation.

Following negotiations. the two sides agreed that a UPO

group would go with Alksnis to organize a base in the forest

region near Vilna. a group of instructors would be sent to
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the base for combat training, and the UPO was to gather

important information from the major economic and military

points in Vilna. Acts of sabotage were ta continue. Alksnis

promised aid to the UPO and to provide firearms and

explosives at the outbreak of the ghetto uprising.

Meanwhile, twa members of Alksnis were pravided with false

papers so that they could operate within the city.38

New organizations continued to be formed in order to

accommodate the various views of the Jews in the ghetto. The

Struggle-Yechiel Group was less selective in member

recruitment than the UPO and sought to be a mass movement.

saving as many Jews as possible by sending them to the

forests. The organization believed that Jews would go

because they had nothing to 10se. 3a

In the summer of 1943, negotiations began between the

UPO and the new organizatian regarding merging the two

groups. It was agreed that the Struggle-Yechiel group would

continue its evacuation wark but if the revoIt began bafora

the evacuation was completed, they would fight alongside the

UPO. Shlomo Brand joined the UPO headguarters and worked as

a liaison between the two organizations. Relations slowly

g~ew warmer. When the Gestapo demanded the surrender of

Wittenberg, it was Natan Ring, a member of the Struggle

Yechiel Group, who was the first to bring the information

and thus Wittenberg was able to go into hiding. 40 However,

in order to save the underground organization's unity and to
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• save the ghetto from massacre, at least for a time (the

Germans had threatened to destroy the ghetto if Wittenberg

was not surrendered to the authorities), Wittenberg

surrendered to the Gestapo on July 16, 1943. (See Appendiy.

2) Kovner took over as leader of the UPO.4~ The Struggle-

Yechiel group, disillusioned by Kovner"s behavior, began to fi
l.o.~. ~"..

operate separately once again and succeeded in sending most

of its members to the forest. 42 In August 1943, the Jewish

underground in the Bialystok ghetto revolted and a

•

proclamation calling for revoIt was issued by the UPO on

September 1, 1943. 43 (See Appendix 3)

Underground ghetto organizations were not limited to

Bialystok, Kovno, and Vilna. Almost every ghetto had some

form of organized resistance. In the Baltic area, each

ghetto was isolated from the others and from the outside

Jewish world. Despite this, their spirit of resistance did

not falter. Young women carried out much of the daily

technical work within the ghettos and maintained contact

between the cities and ghettos. 44 Almost aIl the underground

organizations in Lithuania had acgess . to .a radio and couIc

lieten to foreign broadcaets which were then printed in the

form of summaries for the ghetto populations.4~

In Slonim, the partisan movement had broad contacts

among the Jews. They were organized in units, or cells, of

five. The cells were led by commandera who reported to Anahl

Delyaticki, a partisan chief. The Judenrat yielded to the
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• partisans and helped as best thsy could. 46 Ths Judenrat in

Minsk, headed by Ilya Mishkin, was also a center of

resistance. The Jewish communists commanded an underground

inside the ghetto and had contact with a communist

underground (under the command of a Jew) outside the ghetto.

The city underground was betrayed and disbanded, however.

the ghetto underground was able, with the firm and efficient

cooperation

approximately

forests. 47

arms andof the Judenrat, to smuggle
'1-çe v
10,000 people out of the ghetto and into the

In Minsk, as in other ghettos, it was necessary to

outwit the Gestapo. Whenever people were sent to the forest,

forged medical certificates were produced showing that the

individual had died from grippe or pneumonia. In this way,

their names were removed from Judenrat records and their

families did not fear as much for night-time visits and

murder by the Gestapo.4e Later on, the ghetto commandant

decreed that aIl the Minsk Jews had to sew a white patch on

their clothes with the exact address of the wearer and every

patch had to show the official stamp of the Judenrat. The

underground countered by preparing extra

contained various addresses. 4B

patches that

•
Once the decision to go to the forest was made, more

decisions had to be made and new dilemmas faced.Though

escape from the ghettos was difficult, it was achieved in

various ways, sorne more successful than others.
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• RaAD Ta THE PARTISANS

Flight to the forest waB not a suarantee of life, for in

fact, it meant the beginning of new dangers and much hard

work. At the beginning of the war. armed resistance groups

were few and far between. Not many Jews chose to flee to the

"security" of the forest at the beginning of the German

invasion, and most uf those who did, went with the expressed

desir& to fight the German invaders. Numerous Jewish

partisan "pioneers" paià with their lives early on and

little is known about them. Some survived and their

achlevemente are documented and known. Shalom Bas

(Rakziecki), a teacher from the town of Zhetel. near Slonlm,

and a soldier ln the Red Army, organized the first partisan
Iltt~l

group in the LipiczanyJwastelands, which later became a key

partisan base. oo

Most of the Jews who were absorbed into the Byelorusslan

partiean movement from the small towns on the eastern and

southern borders of Ltthuania were concentrated in the Nacza

forests, approximately 50 miles to the south of Vilna and in

the marshy Koziany and Narocz forests, 6Pproximately 90

miles to the eaet of Vilna. The first Jews to reach the

Nacza forests did so virtually unarmed at the end of 1941.

M~y Jewe from Radun joined the groupe of Jews in the foreet

in May 1942 following the ghetto'e liquidation on May 19.

The groups accepted J~ws from other small towns as weIl as

from Vilna and soon numbered 300 to 350 people. Some of~hem
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organized themselves into fighting groups and family groups.

The few arms in their possession came from local peasants

and Soviet prisoners of war. In February 1943. they were

organized into a disciplined framework under the command of

the Red Army by the parachutist Stankiewicz, who then became

commander of the

into a brigade.~1

Leninskll Komsomol which was later to grow

Armed Jews began to arrive from the Vilna

ghetto and were absorbed into the units. Stankiewicz

•

attempted to organize the recruitment of additional Jews

from Vilna despite the opposition of the ghetto police and

reservations on the part of the UPO. Twenty-eight Jews were

brought out, though most were killed in a German ambush on

their way to the partisan base in Nacza forest. After that,

few organized attempts were made to bring more Jews to the

forest.~2

On July 24, 1943. at 5 am, twenty-one members of the UPO

marched out of the ghetto gate like a column on its way to

forced labor. with pistols, machine-gun parts, and automatic

rifles concealed in their clothes.~3 Joshua Gertman had come

. from the forest to . lead tbe armed Jews to .. hi.s . camp. When

they passed through Nai-Vilaika, some fourteen Jews who were

working there joined them and they entered the forest

approximately 10 miles from Vilna.~4 Their guide lster

betrayed and abandoned them when they were almost eurrounded

by Germsne on their firet night in the forest.~~ The

inexperienced partisans were overwhelmed and though they
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• killad several Germane, nine UPO men also fell. oS Only

fourteen Jews survived the ambush and were able to reach the

Narocz forest where they were weIl received by Brigadier

Fiodor Gresorowicz Markov's Belorussian partisan brigade.

They had heard about the group's close calI with the

Germans. Markov, following long negotiations, gave his

approval for the Jewish partisan group "Vengeance" to be

formed. 07

Their escape caused the subsequent deaths of 32

•

immediate family members. of the 32 brigadiers of the work

groups to which the dead Jews had belonged, and of 80 Jews

who were taken to Ponary,oe The UPO fighters nevertheless

kept up their exodus throughout September 1943. By the

fourteenth. five groups, totalling 150 men, left for the

Narocz forests. There, they joined Markov's group and

created the "Battle," "Victory," and "Death to Fascism"

groups,OS The UPO did its best to supply the fighters with

weapons and ammunition, but many willing fighters remained

unarmed. eo The last of the UPO fighters decided to flee to

the fprest on Sept~mber 23, 1943,.the d~y of the final

liquidation of the ghetto, despite the fact that the ghetto

was surrounded by a ring of German troops by escaping

through the sewer system,51. .~

The partisans from Kovno ghetto~ went to the

Rudnicki forests. The first group, lsd by command~r Eliahu

Olkin, left on November 23, 1943, on foot. Most of them,
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• including Olkin, were captured by the Germans. A few did

reach their destination. The second group, disguised as

labourers going to work outside the ghetto with two Jews

disguised as Germans, left in a truck on December 14 and

reached the forest safely. The labourer disguise became the

main method of reaching the Rudnicki forest. 52 Most of the

Kovno Jews formed the cores of the "Death te the Occupiers,"

"Perkunas," and "Struggle" detachmenta. With many JAllA ln

the Adam Mickiewicz detachment, as weIl as the entirely

Jewish "Avenger" and "Death to Fasciam" detachmenta. JAWA

formed the largest "national" group in the Green Forest

Brigade which was commanded by Henrikas Zimanas, a Jew. 53

.',' IÎ""Q.
~ On December 24, 1943, a group of Jews escaped from the

"!J
Ninth~ They divided into four groups. One of the groups

made its way to Kovno ghetto where the Anti-Fascist

Organization helped them to reach the "Death to the

Occupiers" detachment in the Rudnicki forest. The other

three groups depended on the good will of the Lithuanian

population while they attempted to reach areas inhabited by

P.oliah or !:\ye.loruElsj.aIl p,ell.Sll.nt.s. Dnly .iourtesn o.f tbe./lixty-

four Jews escaped capture by Germans and Lithuanians. e4

Soviet Jews were often the ones who formed the first

nuclei of partisan resistance. In some rare cases, the Jews

fled to the forest in anticipation of German occupation of

their regions and formed partisan units and family camps .

• Such was the case in the
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Koetrykovichi. ee The Soviet Jew Linkove had acquired

experience in partisan warfare during the Civil War. He

volunteered for service behind enemy lines and was dropped

with other volunteers in the Lepel area in Byeloruesia in

September 1941. Along with David Keymakh, he organized

partisan unlts and anti-German resistance. BB Approximately

500 Jews from Gluser, a small town in the Bobruisk region,

fled to the forests led by Moshe Uritekiy, known as Kieelev.

They formed the core of the Kiselev Detachment. B7

In December 1941, the Jews of Minek received news that

the Russian partiean Bystrov was ready to accept Jewish

partisans. Six Jews led by Boris Khaimovich, a former

manager of a textile mill who had 6 years of experience in

the Red Army, left the ghetto in two horse-drawn carte that

contained false bottoms. Along the route, they met the

Russian Kudryakov who showed them where 13 rifles and 4000

rounds of ammunition were hidden. The Jews hid the arms in

their carts, removed their yellow star patehes, and drove

through Minsk to the Bobroviehi forest in the Rudensk

.Dif/tr.let,\ f\pproximately '18 mil.e~ SQuth·-.wcst·.ot" Mil'lsk. The;'

built a dugout and sent one of the group baek to Minsk to

lead more partisans out. After two more groups were brought

to the forest, the entire group of Minsk Jews set out for

Bystrov's camp. A guide was sent from Bystrov's eamp ta

bring further Jews from Minsk to the camp. Khaimovich

organized a machine-sun platoon with sorne of the new Jews.
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• The platoon grew into the famous Stalin Brigade. 5a

On April la, 1942, a group of 48 partisans eacaped from

the Minsk ghetto. They marched out of the ghetto along with

the other workers with grenades in their pockets and rifles

in their sacks. When they reached the outskirts of Minsk,

they tore off their yellow patches and followed the road to

Slotsk in small groups of 2 or 3, walking ahead at sorne

distance from each other. Those who survived the trip

regrouped sorne forty kilometers from Minsk, obtained

directions to the forest where they formed a company named

"Kutuzov" after the great RUBsian commander who defeated

Napoleon. 5S

The demand for sending more men out of the Minsk ghetto

continued

partisans

to increase. The

to underground railway

Committee

workers.

introduced
iJKuzcetsov,

the

later

•

head of the partisan brigade "People's Avengers," headed

this group that hid Jews in the coal bins of the train

engines which brought them to stations nearest partisan

bases. More than 500 Jews were transported to the partisans

. in Itllîs way.~ 7':>, ~he Mi:~sXt ·gIret·to mane..'5e.,d to send . !:lome 1,0 ;OGO

Jews to join the partisans. a large number ;',hom were drafted

into the Frunze. Lazo, and Budyonny det~chments. Fam!ly

Detachment 106 was established and served as a reaervoir for

the Zhukhov brigade. 71

Jewish refugees from the Svencian ghetto and its

surrounding hamlets were among the first JewB to join
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Lithuanian units after having roamed the nearby foresta for

several months. The Zalgiris brigade recruited some 50 Jews

who had not been accepted into other units mainly because

they lacked arms. 72 In September, several Jews sent from

Narocz and Koziany forests by Ziman were absorbed into the

"For t;:q Homeland" detachment which was part of the Trakai

brigad~. In November, more Jews were accepted into the

detachment from hideouts in villages in southeast Lithuania.

Some Kovno Jews were able to reach and join the "Free

Lithuania" detachment of the same brigade. Others joined the

"Liberator" detachment. 73

The Slonim Jews began leaving the ghetto as early as

June 1941. On June 22, Anshl Delyaticki and Dr. Blumovich

went into the forest to join the Shchors detachment. 74

Others continued to leave after that. They were met in a

village by partisans with a horse and wagon, and were

pleasantly surprised when Anshl greeted them with the

familiar "sholem-ale~m."7!s Yakov Fyodorovich was the

commander of the Jewish unit that these new recruits were to

The leaders of the underground in Koldyczewo camp,

including Liebel Zeger and Kusznier, organized an escape for

the 95 Jews in the camp so that they could join the

partisans. 77 The escape was set for March 22, 1944, at

night, when the Germans and the Byelorussian overaeera were

at a baIl. Each Jew received a small bottle of poison, in
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case the escape was unsuccessful. Ninety-three managed to

escape and the doors to the barracks were mined so that when

the Germans came to wake them. there would be an explosion.

They were successful; 10 Germans died and the entire

barracks burned down. 78 Some of the escapees went to

Folesia. the Pinsk swamps. and the clearinge of Naliboka.

Most went to the Naliboka forests and joined the Bielski

brigade. 79

Autonomous Jewish partisan units were established in the

spring and summer of 1942. They were made up of Jews from

Slonim, Baranowicze. Dereczyn. Radun, Nowogrodek, and

Maniewicze. They joined up with small groups of Russian

soldiers. Some of the Maniewicze Jews joined Nikolai

Koniszczuk and founded the Kruk division which fought in the

Volyn area. in western Ukraine, from late 1942 to late 1944.

There were over 200 Jewish fighters in this detachment and,

although it was led by a Ukrainian Communist. aIl his

assistants were Jewish. He was a respected commander and

knew the territory well. so

A group of.par.t1\'.lans· WI.'l.S ·.fl\lul~d~d ,in ,the SU\llIIlp.r ',0'[ I9,a

by the three Chaluzin brothers, Shmuel, Yitzhak, and Zvi,

and their cousin Jacob Zak, some Jewish farmers from the

small town of Kelme, in western Lithuania. They hid their

families among the peasants and helped Jews from the Kovno

and Shavli ghettos to escape and join their ranks.e~

Once in the forest, their lives became quite different from
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• that of the ghetto. There were no rules in the forest and danger

lurked behind every tree. There were sorne similarities, though.

The Jews had fled the persecution and anti-Semitism of the

Germans in the cities only to face similar attitudes among the

partisans.

ANTI-SEMITISM AMONG THE PARTISANS

In the early stages of the partisan movement, there was a

strong tendency for the Jews to remain in separate groups/units

for reasons of security and because of ties of kinship. They knew

that many of the partisans were anti-Semitic and felt there was

safety ln I1tUnbel'S. Sorne of the Jews who joined non-Jewish

partisan groups resorted to hiding their Jewish identity. A large

percentage of the partisans were Indifferent. They left the

Jewish fighters alone, not becoming their friends and not

slandering or abusing them either. S2 The Central Partisan Command

tried to eliminate anti-Jewish behavior with limited success. As

the partisan movement became more organized, the Soviets

•

tolerated less and less recruitment on ethnie lines. Jewish

partisan units were broken up and the Jews spread out among the

.6011 h\~t u\"lits.

The Jewish units faced many dangers in the forest, such as

the roving bands of extreme right-wing Ukrainian nationalists who

fought the Poles, the partisans, and the Jews. The Banderovtsy

were particularly feared and were reputed for killing their

victims with knives and axes rather than rifles or guns. S3 They

handed the bodies over to the Germans in exchange for salt,
, ~.""",,
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kerosene, and matches. Many of the Jews who escaped the

"evacuations" fell victim to the Banderovtsy.B4 The Vasilievtey

partieane (near Slonim) were also known and feared among the

Jews. They were rumored to strip Jewish partisans of their

weapons and drive them deeper into the forest whenever they were

encountered. S5

Jews, including children, in non-Jewieh units often hid their

identity. In the forest, Mickail, a Russian who aotl'!d in thilô

way, warned one of the newer recruits who was also Jewish to

beware of the Nazis and of his Russian comrades. HI'! tolcl him that

he had to do everything he could to save himself from the enemies

who lived in the forest and who fought side by side with him

against the Germans. SB

The Jews encountered anti-Semitiem from above and from below,

from the commandere and institutions, and from regular partisans

on their own initiative. s7 Among tfiO Soviet partisane, there were

many who hated the Jewe and who showed it in word and in deed at

every opportunity. Many Jewish partisane and their families were

ehot in the back by non-Jewish partisans. Robbery, rape, and

eav aISe" 'liia:ilhr..n,jling 'oi'tc.n" u:c~o~lPll.nied the D1Ul'dtlrb. Theee tActs

asainst both inactive and active fighters were more frequent

earlier in the war when the central control and discipline in the

unite wae lax. BB

The Jewish partisans of Unit 51, formed on July 1, 1942,

spoke to each other in Yiddish despite the fact that they were

surrounded by Russians and that racial slurs were sometimes
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heard. They were led by commander Lieutenant Yakov Fyodorovich, a

Jew from Homel, who always gave his commands in Russian. S9 After

Fyodorovich died, a new commander, Guzhevski, replaced him. He

soon announced that women, children, and older people were being

separated from the 51st unit in order to remove those who were

hampering the entire brigade. 90 Sokolik said that it sounded to

him like the Nazi selections of "useful" and "useless" Jews. He

was warned that he had a "wagging tongue" and that he should be

careful that he did not lose his head as weIl as his tonsue. 91

Since the number of partisans had increased, it no longer

mattered that the partisans on the list had risked their lives in

the ghetto to obtain arms and supplies for the partisans. 92 The

Jews were permitted to keep their weapons and some ammunition,

and they were also allowed to purchase potatoes and bread from

the peasants, but not meat. This decree implied that only among

the Jews were there partisans who were not ready for battle.

Though there were lazy, cowardly, panicky people among the other

nationalities in the brigade, they were never separated. 9S On

December 19, 1942, Unit 51 was formally dissolved and its members

were divided among the units 52, 55, and 56. 94 The central

partisan leadership in Moscow felt it was better not to have

separate Jewish partisan units as this fed German propaganda

among the general population that the partisans were mostly Jews

who had escaped from the ghettos along with some non-Jewish

bandits. S5

During massive manhunts, Germans searched for and killed any
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partisans they could find. Many of the partisana blamed the Jewa

and either killed them or baniahed them from their unita, leaving

them to wander the foreata without food, proper clothea, or

weapons. Those who were permitted to remain with their group~

were often humiliated, interrogated, and threatened. The

interrogationa laated hours. Jews were aaked if they wou Id

continue to fight the Germana with as much dedication aa they had

prior to the manhunts. A few even had to beg for their liv~~.~e

In general, Jews who reached the foreat could easily

enlist in the unit. Girls and women with Aryan featurea were

aeverely interrogated to make sure that they were not spies.

A Jewish camp near Kopyl was established one kilometer from

the main camp and numbered, in 1942, about 40 Jews,

conaistlng of young malea, some young women, and some older

people from the district of Kopyl. Weiner, a party member

from Kopyl, was appointed provisional commander of the

Jewish base by the Russiana who considered him to be

trustworthy.s7 At the end of August 1942, the Soviet Command

appointed Gilchik, a Russian Jew from Kopyl and a scout for

the partisan command, commander of the Jewiah unit. se Later,

in 1943, a group of over fifty unarmed Jews were ordered ta

be separated from the partisans. A group of unarmed Jewish

fighters were also separated from the main camp. These

separations, the unpunished murder of the Jewish fighter

Possessorski by Russian partisans, and the removal of

Gilchik from hia command indicated a deliberate attempt by
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• the brigade to arouse discontent and rebellion among the

Jewish partisans. ss

Whether they wanted to or not. Jews were often given the

more dangerous combat assignments and duties in order to

discourage anti-Semitic talk about their ineptitude in

combat or their cowardice. However, Jews continued to be

blamed for the defeat or failure of Russian partisans in

combat or in carrying out diversions. 100 Non-Jews were often

credited with acts of heroism committed by Jews. In the

beginning of 1943. in some of the Russian detachments, the

atmosphere became so tense that Jews feared going on

missions with non-Jewish fellow fighters. 101

The Soviet parachutists of 1943, in the Ukraine and

Byelorussia. opposed anti-Semitic practices and quietly

cleansed each detachment of most of the anti-Semites,

alleged German agents, thieves, and other disruptive

elements. Some were shot, others~isban~d

while soma were simply disciplined.

from their units,

Strict military

discipline was introduced; drinking of alcohol, card-

playing, and stealing from the local population were

strictly prohibited on pain of death. 102 Israel Gutman, an

Israeli researcher, said that after permanent contact was

made with the Soviet high command, anti-Semitism became

control partisan behavior. The leadership of the partisan

However, Moscow was far away and could not completely

•
somewhat restrained in Lithuania and Byelorussia. 103
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movement considered it necessary to scatter the Jews among

the non-Jewish detachments. They knew of the strong anti

Semitic feelings of some of the partisans and hoped that by

soattering them, they would attract less attention. It was

hoped that the anti-Semites would be less likely to aoouse

the Jews of cowardice in cases of defeat or retreat since

the whole unit was no longer Jewish. Despite the division

~ncl =~paration cf the Jews, they were still frequent targets

of anti-Semitio hostility.~O~

Twc partisans from Squad 67, Miokail and Gregor, fell

asleep on guard duty in the village of Okuninovo when their

replaoements failed to show up to relieve them. This was a

serious offense among the partisans as alert guards were

crucial to the security of the entire group. The prejudice

of the Russians against the Jews was clear in the sentence

pronounoed against the two pa~tisans. Mickail was sentenced

to death by shooting and Gregor was sentenced to one month

in the stockade near staff headquarters.~oo In another

partisan .~roup, Natan Ring, Schwartzbard, Itzkovich, and

Keves were killed by fellow partisans. They had received the

death sentence, being charged with treachery for allegedly

maintaining contacts with the Gestapo in the ghetto. The

sentence and explanation was read out to the partisans after

the executions had taken place. It waa believed that anti

Semitism had been the real reason for their deatha. Everyone

knew Natan waa a courageoua fighter and that the chargea
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were baseless but there was nothing that cou1d be done.~os

Not aIl of the Soviet partisans were anti-Semitic. Some

went out of their way to help the Jews. Some non-Jewish

partisan commanders calIed on Jews in the ghettos to flee to

the forests. Radionov, the Rutlsian commander of the "Death

to the Occupiers" partisan unit, Bistrov, and Markov, were

such me~.~07 Radionov met with Chaim Yellin in Kovno in the

summer of 1943 and accepted Jews from the Kovno ghetto.~08

Many Jews left Vilna to join Markov's unit and they formed

the Jewish brigade "Revenge" which ,::onsisted of 260 men.

Later, Markov"s sympathetic attitude changed and he ordered

most of the Jews to hand over their weapons to unarmed

Belorussian partisans. AlI of the unarmed Jews wtlre then

ordered to leave the camp.~os A.P. Feodorov, a former

commander of a partisan brigade, a Hero of the Soviet Union,

and Major··General, said that nis brigade included fighters

of various nationalities, ages, and of both sexes. He

claimed that they fought side by side like brothers.~~o

Hundreds .of ,"lf.Owish . partisane ., r<,..r.:e;~vAd decoration.~,

including the arder of Lenin and Hero ~f the Soviet Union,

showing that the Supreme Command and the commanders of

partisan brigades and detachments recognized and appreciated

the Jewish fighters. ~ere were sorne ccmplaints about double

standards of behavior and that many Jewish fighters were not

cited or were given citations that were not commensurate

with the worth of their acts of bravery.~11 Atlas and his
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APPENDIX 1

Mordechai Tamarov-Tennenbaum's appeal
to the Bialystok ghetto, August 1943.

BROTHER JEWS!
Agonising days are upon us. We are not only threatened

with yellow armbands, hate, perfidy, insult and humiliation,
now dea~h itself is hangins over UB. Our wives, children,
mothers and fathers, brothers and sisters, have been led to
their doom and thousands more will follow.

In these days that decide whether we live or die we
issue the following appeal: first, l would have you know
that five million European Jews have already been killed by
Hitler and his executioners. Barely ten per cent of the
Jews in Poland are still alive. More than two million Polish
Jews have been subjected to every conceivable form of
torture in Chelmo, Belsen, Oswienciaï, Treblinka, Sobibor,
and other death camps.

l assure you that whoever is taken from the ghetto is
going to his death!

Have no faith in the Gestapo's tempting propaganda baaed
on alleged deportees' letters. These are the brazen lies
that pave the way to the giant crematoria and the burial
pits in the heart of the Poliah forests; all of you are
c!oomed to die.

We have nothing to lose!
Do not deceive yourself that work will save you. The

first 'action" will be followed by a second, the second by a
third-right to the last Jew! The division of the ghetto into
different catesories is nothing but a perfidious e~lemy

manoeuvre to ease their task by sowing false illusions amons
us.

JEHS(
Our èestination is Treblinka, There we shall be sassed,

then burnt like mad beasts. Do not go like lambs to the
slaughter! We may be too weak to save ourselves, but we are
strons enoush to defend our honour as Jews and as human
beings, strong enough to show the world that even thoush we
are in chains, we are not conquered.

Do not go meekly to your death. Fisht for your lives to
your last breath. Stand up to your slaughterers with your
teeth and nails, with axes and knives, with vitriol and iron
bars. Extort from them blood for blood, a life for a life.

Do you intend hiding in rat holes while they take away
your nearest and dearest to humiliation and death? Will you
sell your wives, your children and parents, and your Boula
for a few more weeks of abject slavery? Rather let us ambush
the enemy, kill him, seize his weapons; let us oppose the
murderers and if need be let us die haroically and gain
immortality by our death,

We have nothing ta lOBe but our honour!
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Let us not sell our lives cheaply! Let us avenge the
annihilated communities! When you leave your house set fire
to it! Set fire to the factories, demolish them! Do not
allow our assassins to be our beneficiaries as well!

Young Jew8, follow the example of generations of Jewish
fighters and martyrs, the doers and the dreamers, the
pioneers and the builders. Arm yourselves and fight!

Hitler will lose the war. Slavery and oppression will be
wiped out, leaving the world purged and purified. With such
a radiant future before you why die like dogs! Escape to the
forests and join the partisans.

But do not flee from the ghetto unarmed for you will
certainly perish. Do your duty by your country, opposing the
destruction of the ghetto and escape width arme to the
forest.

All you have to do is to seize one weapon from every
German in the ghetto.

Be strong and courageous.

(From Lucien Steinberg's Not as a Lamb, p.250-251.)
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APPENDIX 2

Reason for Itzik Wittenberg"s surrender to the Gestapo.

On July 15, 1943. one of Wittenberg"s contacts was
caught by the Nazis. On the evening of the same day. the
leaders of the fighter"s organization were ordered to appear
before Jacob Gens the chief of the Jewish police in the
ghetto. to provide an explanation. The commanders appeared (..,7;/,i,~'v''-
at the appointed hour, and after a short period S.S. men
broke into the office by the side door with tfie1r guns
pointed at the fighters. They were ordered to identify
Wittenberg. but refused to answer. until Gens himself
pointed him out. Wittenberg was handcuffed and taken in the
direction of the gate of the ghetto but his captors never
succeeded in getting him there. The ghetto fighters attacked
the~ and in an exchange of fire succeeded in freeing ~O
Wittenberg. Instead of~ttacking the ghetto and destroying
it with Wittenberg inside. the S.S. handed Gens an ultimatum
that he must turn Wittenberg over to them before 3:00 am or
they would destroy the ghetto and all its inhabitants.

Pue to the tempestuous situation created in the ghetto
after Gens repeated this ultimatum, it was necessary to
extend the time to 6:00 am. At first, people were unwilling
to believe Gens" testimony that the Germans intended to
destroy the ghetto. Two camps quickly emerged:
representatives of the fighters, who believed that under no
circumstances was Wittenberg to be given over to the Nazis;
and those who supported Gens and demanded that it was
necessary to spare the ghetto and give Wittenberg over to
the Germans at the appointed hour, so as not to endanger the
entire ghett.\) for the. sak.e of .one .,m.':ln.. , The. e.y.c.b&.!:l,ges bf't~'er-'n

the two sièles reached the proportions of a civil war in the
eyes of the Nazis. who stood on one side waiting for the
time to run out. The fighters opened up negotiations with
the chief of police with the intention of offering a
voluntary fighter to deceive the Germuns or to claim that
Wittenberg escaped. But Gens rejected the suggestion. The
f1ghters were close to despair, seeing all their
preparations for the fateful day collaps1ng because of one
1nc1dent, and they demanded that Wittenberg give the order
t~ f1ght. But W1ttenberg was not prepared to allow Jew to
f1ght Jew unt1l h1s f1ghters reached their real enemy. Full
of confidence, he walked out into the deserted street,
approached the gnetto gate, and turned himself over to the
Germans. He was subsequently tortured and died.

(Encvclopedie Judaice, volume 16. p.591-592.)
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APPENDIX 3

Proclamation by the F.P.O. Calling for RevoIt
in Vilna, Sept~mber l, 1943.

Jews, Prepa~e for Armed Resistance!

The German and Lithuanian hangmen have reached the gates of
the ghetto. They will murder us aIl. They will take us,
group by group, through the gates.
That is how they taok them in their hundreds on the Day of
Atonement.
That is how they took them at the time of the White, the
Yellow and the Pink papers.
That is how they took our brothers, sisters, fathers,
mothers, our children.
That is how they taok tens of thousands away ta their death.
But we will not go!
We will not let them take us like animaIs ta slaughter.
Jews, pl'epal'e fOl' al'med l'esistance!
Do not believe the false assurances of the murderers, do not
believe the words of the traitors. Whoever ia taken through
the gate of the ghetto has only one road ahead-Ponary. And
Ponal'Y is death.
Jews, we llave llothing to 10se.
Death is certain. Who can still believe that he will survive
when the murderers kill systematically? The hand of the
hangman will reach out ta each of us. Neither hiding nor
cowardice will save lives.
On1y al'med l'esistanoe oan save our lives and honor.
Brothers, it is better ta fall in batt1e in the ghetto than
ta be 1ed 1ike sheep ta POllal',v.
Know that in the ghetto there is an organized Jewish force
which will rise up with arms in its hands.
Rise up for the armed resistanoe!
Don"t hide in the. ma.U.':le~·•. YDn wiJ 1 f(\ll t·here l.ike ';mice in
the hands of the murderers.
Jewish masses
Out into the streets!
Those who have no arms get hold of an axe.
Those who haven·t an axe take hold of an iron bar or a
cudgel!
- For our murdered ohi1dren,
- For our parents,
- For Ponary.
Strike the murderers!
In every street, in every yard, in every room, within the
ghetto and outside the ghetto.
Strike the dogs!
Jews, we have nothing ta lose. We Oéln sélve our lives on1y if
we ki11 tlle murderers.
Long live liberty! Long live armed resistance!
Death ta the murderers!
Command Staff
United Partisans Organization-F.P.O. (Fareinikte Partizaner
Organizatsie)
Vilna Ghetto
September 1, 1943
(From Yitzhak Arad"s Documente on the Holocaust, 459-460.)



• MISSIONS

The main activity of the partisans was to so out on

"missions," which varied in distance, time, and type of

operation. While some partisans set out to procure food,

others sabotased the German war effort. The procurement of

arms and supplies and other services was considered, amons

the partisans, to be inferior to such operations as mining

trains, attacking enemy garrisons, and destroyins lines of

communication.~ The partisans, however, understood the

importance of each and every operation, as Nikolai

Nikolaevich Bobakov, a squad commander in the Minsk forest ,

suggested when he told his commanders that:

The life of every heroic partisan is very
valuable. Any one who dies is a tremendous loss to
us. Therefore every plan of action brought up here
has to be thought Qut weIl; it has to have a
maximum effectiveness. We reckon generally that
one partisan behind the enemy lines is worth seven
.Boldier.s fl.\c.in.'3 :the. Ge.\~m':\n ,for.ces at the front. _. _

A small team of partisans, four or five men, has
the ability to derail a train with tanks and
troops speedins to the front. The men can Just
send it flying off to crash down a steep
embankment.

So figure for yourselves how important is every
usual, ordinary sabotage action that we carry out.
How many people"s lives we save in the homeland,
on the battlefronts, by plaguing the enemy behind
the lines, by sabotaging and destroyins some of
their military strength in the terrain that
they"ve captured, and by preventing their military
shipments, as much as we can, from getting to the
front. 2

communications. At first, the partisans simply eut the wires

which the Germans easily repaired. Then, the partisans began•
Many of the missions involved disrupting German
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cutting the poles down but the Germans stuck the shortened

poles in the sround asain and rewired them. The partisans

then took to cutting the poles into small pieces. This

required coordination among them as they had a limited

number of saws. The Germans retaliated by insertins trip

wires in the poles that detonated mines when the saw touched

the wires. The partisans therefore chose men from nearby

villages who were hostile to the Jews and forced them te out

the poles down. The Germans were thus killing their own

collaborators. As a result, they stepped mining the peles. 3

In 1943, after the Chapayev unit had organized a new

camp, Yitzhak Arad, along with four others, mined the

railroad track between Novo-Swienciany and Podbrodzie. He

had received only brief training in mine laying prior to the

mission. 4 After several weeks in the forest, the Jewish

..partisap.s l.lndeX' .the .Jl'!.wish \v:omm>i'.nàen Bo~..ts \G::-ein'llmar:, were

given explosives to blow up German transports on the railway

line linltins Koenigsberg and Kovno to the Russian-German

front. They hnd a map of the area and were able to trace the

railway lines on it. They also knew the directions and the

roads that led to these lines. The main issue was to locate

a sood spot for the mine. It was preferrable to find a high

spot for the explosives to rip up the rails as this would

force the train ta roll downhill at high speed and crash,

increasing the damage. (See picture next page.)

The Germans creatod difficulties for the partisans by
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Derail1ng t~~ tracks •..

The resul ts••••

Source: Porter, J.N. Jew1sh Partisans,
University Press of America, 1982, p.280-281 .
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• cutting down aIl the trees along the railway lines and

mining the areas. The partisans risked being seen in the

open by German, Ukrainian, or Lithuanien patrols and risked

being killed by the mines before they even reached the

railway.15

There were four explosives groups (which consisted of

the hest fighters) that took part in the first train

~~~liti~n mi==ion~. They were led by the commanders Iser

Shmidt, Abba Kovner, Shmuel Kaplinaky, and Chaim La=~r, who

wa~ weunded in the hand before having placed the

•

explosives. e Scouts later reported that no trains had passed

for 24 heurs following the explosion and that several

Germans had been killed while many more were wounded. Within

2 months, there were fewer transports passing along that

line and five month.s later,. there 111e;l'e ..no·. longe.r. an)'

transports at night for fear of the partisans. 7 (See

Appendix A -one of the few documents that details the daily

operations of a partisan unit.)

Edgar Howell, in his book on the Soviet partisan

movement, states that many of the "successful" rail

demolitions must have done none or little damage considering

the volume of traffic that continued ta flow following the

attacks. He states that "as far as can be told from the

record the Germans listed as successful any demolition

charge or mine which was actually set off, irrespective of

damage, and as unsuccessful, any charge removed or disarmed
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prior to detonation."a The partisans viewsd the demolitions

ae successful if there was damage and an interruption of

traffic on the railway line. The successful activitiea of 22

partisan units that emcompassed 90 percent of the Jewish

partisans in the Lithuanian movement appear in the table

below.
T.rgels of Sueeessful P.rtisan Alt.eks

.. ~ ~
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'Q-~ ~.~~E "O'~ ~.., 'êi'] Q." E'" ~.l:l

ci ~
• Q ci~ ~t ~~

.~ ~E ~ E E .:l!Q U
~]

...,
~~ ::i a,t: ~~z." z.s ze ~t ... .: ~a

The Viln. det.chments 242 113 I.U65 12 12 35 257 1,409 4.2 11 4.809
The Kovno del.chments 31 4U 157 10 5 18 601 37U 27.3 1 774
The Svenfionys (svend.n)

uclachlncnts" 143 135 766 21 15 48 9·16 14U.4 26 650
n,e Tr.k.i (troki) brig.de 45 171 t 5 15 13 374 215.0 400

Tot.1 461 288 2,159 44 22 83 382 3,U99 355 3 6,633

Source. Slarns, PnrliuJIli,,;s jlll/cjilJtlJ:; Lit'lIflllJjC. ViilIIl. 1966/" 229.

Sou~Qe; Levin, Dov. Eightiu6 aar.~. ~olm~s&

. Mei.er, '19'85, p.195.

Sometimes partisans had to make long treks from one area

to another. In 1943, a group of partisans made a 200

kilometer journey from the Narocz forest to the Rudnicki

forest in order to safely deliver sorne transmitters. They

travelled by night and as much as possible avoided rivers,

railways, and main highways.B When a whole brigade was on

the move, the units were spread out over a large distance.

The local peasanta and the Germans thus had an exaggerated

notion of the Bize and strength of the brigade and thia

false perception was to the advantage of the partisans

especially Binee Many of the German police garrisons either
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took up defensive positions or fled.~o Kovpak, a Soviet

sen~ral, becarne a lesend when he led his men deep into

German territory, and swept throush Bielorussia, Ukraine,

and the Carpathian Mountains of eastern Galicia. Several

motorized divisions were moved from the front to oppose him

and the Germans even put a price of 50,000 gold rubles on

his head. 11

The partisans created the impression of beins strons,

.. oi,;,gl'l.ni::l~d, dit\lcX\pl.in,'3c.,. and WI'311-I'lrroeril.' Th~' "l''B<'I'sant·s

believed large Soviet forces were moving about. In the

second half of July 1942, the partisans ambushed a German

military convoy in Rayuvka. It was a large and serious

defeat for the area"s German garrison. The battle lasted

more than six hours and while the partisans suffered slisht

losses, the Germans suffered 35 dead and wounded. The German

army was shamed and the local population was brought closer

to the partisans. 12 Frequently, in various regions, public

buildings used by Germans were set on fire at nisht and arms

depots and repair shops were destroyed. 13 German convoys

were frequently ambushed by partisans hidins on hisher

sround overlookins the road. Although the size of the convoy

and the element of surprise were factors, the ambushes

usually proved to be effective. With sufficient warning,

several groups would unite to ambush larger convoys. If

reinforcements could not be found or failed to arrive in

time, the Iarger convoys were allowed to pass to the dismay
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There were also revenge missions in which German

collaborators Nere execui:ed for massacres and individual

murdern ~hey committed. Mottele, one of Diadia Misha's

partisans, blew up a building full of high r~nking Germane.

Gertrude Sarouels portrayed hie feelings and those of his

commander in the following way in her book Mottele:

Mottele couldn't utter a word at first because of
his excitement. But slowly he calmed down. He
..lorokàd .at tht~ r'e\~. \\,k)', .\ and c.le.l'lched. hie fiut, e.nd
he cried out, "That's for my parents, and for my
little sister! Not pity, but vengeance now, Papa!"
He was saying for aIl of us, this boy, and it was
for me (Diadia Misha]-for n~ parents, for my wife,
and my own little daughter, Fanny, who was
thirteen.~15

The partisans procured food by attacking food collection

depots. Communication between the depot and German

•

headquarters had to be cut. Ambushes were set up in case the

gendarmerie managed to calI for help and Germans came. While

sorne partisans fired on the gendarmerie to keep them in the

bunkers, othcrs raided the depot.~6 Th~ partisans raided

farmers known to be German sympathizers and delivery carts

on their way to the depots to fulfil their quotas, Later on

in the war, farmers exchanged produce for protection with

the partisans. In some areas, family groups wouId supply

labor in exchange for a share of the produce. 17 The peaeants

often did not like giving food up to the partisans, and even

lesa so to the Jewiah partisans. They treated the Jews with

contempt and refused to help them. They quickly discovered
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that a Jewish bullet was just as effective as a Russian

one. 1B They refused, however, ta admit they were partisans

and called them "Jewish bandits" in their complaints ta the

Germans, in which they claimed the Jews robbed them of their

poseessions and gave them no rest. 1e

Each partisan had a specifie raIe ta playon the mies ion

he went out on, as weIl as in the base camp where he lived.

In arder ta make this system efficient, each partisan

develop\'3d a. ISp,~c1aJ.ty. of . hitt own .t!lhich .for ,JI\1W\\1 "W,V.s a.':l

important asset as this made them more valuable ta the

partisan units. In sorne cases, it enabled them to join non

Jewish units and ta survive the war.

PARTISAN SPECIALTIES

Partisan specialties included combat, sabotage,

scouting, and many others. Experts in sabotage, guerrilla

warfare, and radio communication were trained in Russia ta

work with partisan groups. By the end of 1942, there were

thousands of these experts operating behind German lines,

mobilizing the partisans in the forests into more efficient

fighting units. A special ministry was created ta coordinate

and supply partisan campaigns. 2o Each partisan group or unit

had reconnaissance groups and some even had mounted scouts.

These partisans would keep track of German activity in the

surrounding areas and report back to their commanders.

Scouts were weIl respected for their fighting abilities and

knowledge of various kinds of intelligence work. 21
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When the partisans were not out on missions, there was

work to be done in the camp. Workshops were set up and the

specialists went to work. Weapons were tested and repaired,

tailors made new clothes and repaired old ones, cobblers

made boots and leggings, and so on. Propaganda literature

was distributed to the local population with the help of

printing presses in the barracks, in ~he forest. 22

Gunsmiths were in gr~at demand. Many of the repair

x\foI'keha,;Ps .in the, Rl.ldoick.i. ..fnrast. '·.d/)t~\chmel1t~J, iI~c l u,Urlg

"Death to the Conquerors" and "Avenger," were founded and

operated by Jewish 10cksmiths. 23 The Peneusov family, a

father and his two sons, set up a metalworkers' work3hop in

the forest. They were very good at repairing weapons for the

partisans in the Jewish camp where they resided. The three

contributed greatly to improved relations between the

Russians and Lithuanians and the Jewish camp since they

repaired weapons for them. As payment, they asked for

damaged and out-of-use weapons which they later rendered

operative thus increasing the Jewish arsenal. 24

Most partisans regarded the tasks of preparing and

distributing food, setting up and operating health

installations, maintaining a constant supply of fuel and

water, and guard duty with a rather low opinion even though

they were essential. Old men, women, invalids, and injured

men were employed in these activities which became important

means of absorbing Jews into the partisan units. Often, when
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possible, the people who fulfilled these roles also went out

on missions with the rp.sular fishters. Not everyone resarded

the tasks with condescension. Nina Kosterina wrote in her

diary that she considered the sentries as courageous and

described them as brave children. 25

Many of the forest guides were children who had mastered

the basic rules of the undersround. They were often the

courriers who led groups of Jews out of the shetto and to

1:.hs pal'tisans in the forest.• In the. Minsk ghett.o , a sort of

secret password- The Youngsters -emerged. Although most knew

that it was the children leading partisans out of the

ghetto, few knew their names. 26 Sima (12 years), Banko (13),

and David (13) were three of these "Youngsters." They went

to the ghetto armed with loaded pistols so that they would

not be captured alive by the Germans. They were efficient,

showed no fear, and carried out orders with strict

discipline. 27 According to Nora Levin, Banko gave his final

instructions by addressing the people like a commander

speaking to soldiers. 2s For months, children like Banko led

hundreds of Jews to the partisans, travelling hundreds of

miles. 2s Bunia Hammer, 12 years of age, knew every trai1 and

bush from Minsk to the forest and led more than 100 Jews to

freedom. He died while fighting the Germans. so Sima

Peterson, 11, saved many Jews. On one trip back to the

ghetto, the Gestapo 1earned of her arriva1. They murdered

her mother and two younger brothers in an attempt to capture
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her. She remained hidden, armed with a gun. She did not kill

them but remained a disciplined partisan and carried out her

orders to bring Jews to the forest. David Kliansky escorted

25 people from the ghetto each time he made the trip.

Tonitchka Gimpel had the special assignment of returning

from the ghetto with physicians.3~

Special training for going on missions, guard duty,

scouting, and for general survival in the forest and swamps

took place ·.itl t·he forest fol.lowing the arrivaI . o.f ,no.~w

recruits. Lieutenant Fyodorovich, commander of the Shchors

detachment, rebuilt the morale of the Jews by introducing an

atmosphere of military discipline. His specialty was his

knowledge of partisan warfare. He divided the 120 men into 3

companies and each company into 4 units. 32 He began by

giving elementary basic training for new recruits. They did

target practice, learned to camouflage positions, and to

move silently from one position to another, to coyer fellow

soldiers when necessary, to throw grenades, and to march in

utter silence so that even a cough had to be suppressed. He

also taught them how to interpret various sounds among the

rustling of the leaves, how to differentiate between a real

echo and a simulated one, how to tell the direction a shot

came from, and how to "read" footsteps. He taught them to be

bold and daring and to abhor cowardice. 33 A partisan from

another partisan group said that she Iearned to "smell"

Germans, wh~ smeIIed of a mixture of cigarettes, chocolate,
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and spicy soap. Survival depended on the developed sharpness

of the partisans" eyes, ears, and noses. 34 Fyodorovich also

awoke the partisans" Jewish consciousness by speaking

Yiddish with them during relaxation times and talking about

what was happening to the Jews of Europe. 56 In the evening,

the partisans spent their free hours around the campfire.

The actions of the day were reviewed. Acts of heroism as

well as correct military moves were praised, while foolish

or ,tir.lid behavio\lr .. and unflllfilled. m.issions were heavoily

criticized. After that. the mood relaxed and a friendly,

family-like atmosphere prevailed. 56

There were special services that required professional

knowledge and which were highly esteemed by the partisans

such as doctors, nurses, printers, cartcgraphers, and

translators. Markov and other senior commanders tried to

recruit Jewish doctors and even sent special units to the

ghettos to bring them to the forest. Most of Markov"s

detachment doctors were Jewish. This was also the case among

many of the partisan units in the Rudnicki forest. 57

DOCTORS, NURSES, AND MEDICAL TREATMENT

In the early days of the partisan movement, medical

supplies and personnel were lacking in the forests. Wounded

partisans who were in urgent need of medical care and

surgery were smuggled into the ghettos where underground

doctors cared for them. If they had to stay for a prolonged

period, they were given forged identity papers and were
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registered in the Judenrat. se Dr. Kulik was one of the

underSround"s doctore in the Minsk ghetto whose private

office at the hospital was converted into an emersency

clinic ~·,'here partisans received "minor" treatment and

surgery. Dr. Kuli~ and Dr. Minkin treated badly wounded and

sick partisans as well. se

There were plenty of patients. Poor nutrition, constant

humidity, poor sanitary conditions, and ill-fitting (or iank

of) c lothil1.g, 'weakened the ~,mmune systems of, the part isans

makins them more susceptible to such conditions as ulcerated

jaws, blisters, scabies, boils, furunculi, 'lice, typhus, anci

so on. 40 Thus, one of the main responsibilities of the

doctors and nurses was to organize a sanitary service. The

partisans lived in bunkers or earth huts, in which

overcrowding was a problem. Three to four partisans lived in

each bunker, while the huts, which were meant ta house

approximately thirty people, often served as livins places

for a hundred. The stiflins air prevented the kerosene lamps

and candles from burning and they often blew out alone. 41

Partisan hospitals were often in far-off spots, under

constant guard. Whenever possible, the sick and wounded

accompanied the partisans when they were on the move. The

hospitals received the best of the available food. Durins

raids on the enemy, the partisans acquired medicines and

bandages, as well as, weapons. In many places in Ukraine,

the partisans were in contact with doctors, nurses, and
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pharmacists who supplied all that they needed. A Jewlsh

doctor, posing as a non-Jew, worked in the small town of

Rozhitsa, in the district of Volyn. He did a lot for the

partisans and kept them supplied with medicines and

instrumentS. 42 Nearby villagers often came to the forest

sp.eking Medical treatment but, even more often, the forest

doctors went to the nearby villages to treat the sick and

wounded. 43

.ln t'OD'e .ca'ses, tbel"e were n,':) d~'ctol'·s\'l.nd r~. ,docto!' l"OlÜ~

be "borrowed" from a neighboring village or town. Such was

the case for a partisan unit in the swamps of Pinsk. Volodya

and a young partisan disguised themselves as a peasant woman

and sick boy, respectively. They drove a farm wagon into the

town of Yanova, near Pinsk, and went to "visit" the local

doctor. They conscripted her and took her to the forest

without anyone noticing. 44

The Bielski detachment had its own Medical staff.

Russian commanders and their mistresses who sought Medical

attention from these doctors, brought gifts, usually food,

which helped to feed the people of the camp although they

were not enough to eliminate the need for food missions. 40

Dr. Atlas, the Most famous Jewish partisan doctor, provided

Medical assistance to the early partisans before he too

became a partisan. 4B

Dossia Baskina was a Medical nurse for the partisans .

She took part in MOst of the battles, bandaging the wounded
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and removing them from the field of battle whils snQmy

bullets flew by. She saved the liv~s of 49 wounded fishtere

and officers in this way. She would circulate amung the

entire group, when it was on the move or at a camp cite.

care for those in need of medical treatment, and give words

of encouragement to those who needed it. 47 Prior to the war.

she had received training as a midwife and so often helped

village women about to give birth and treated babies in

, ,G'~rmal1-·occul"ied .9.reas. ,48 Dossitt \,'a[o' "lt,'o ' ~.n 'Ell,;,p<>,rt, S;:l.b;~toUl·,·

and helped to blow up sixteen enemy convoys. She received

two medals for her courage and daring exploits.

Doctors enhanced the respect and authority the partisans

enjoyed with the locals by visiting the sick in neighboring

villages. 49 Many took part in military operations as weIl as

took care of the sick. and often procured their own

medicines. In order to compensate for the shortage of

medications. the medical staffs resorted to unconventional

methods, such as using bullet powder creams and boiled milk

injections. 50

Weather and climate were always a consideration for the

partisans. Bad weather was sood beeause it hid traeks and

the partisans eould move around more freely sinee German

guards were less likely ta SO outside. However, bad weather

also ereated problems for the partisans. Durins the mass

manhunts, many fled deeper into the Minsk forests. The hea~~

mists and fogs, combined with the Jews" lack of knowledse of
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the local topography led to many walking by mistake into the

muddy swamps.01 When it was coId and damp or hot and humid,

and windy, they were affected and often became ill. Winter

and snow was a big problem. The foliage from the trees no

longer hid their movements and if there were few snowfalls.

the partisans were trapped as their footprints would

disclose their whereabouts. Many fell ill or froze to death.

The Bialystok partisans had a particularly hard time in the

.wi,n13el" of,H)'43. ,L6.:r.'BI~r IJn.iota t.hAt c::m~;r~'11ec), more \I3:x.tem~iv~

forest areas and villages within it were not as bothered by

the snow and could move around more freely.o2 On December 8,

1941. Nina Kosterina wrote a letter to her mother in which

she complained of a Bore throat from having slept on the

snow in the woods while out on a mission. oa Some partisans

could move about by wrapping themselves in white cloth to

avoid detection (See picture). Horsedrawn sleds provided a

silent means of transport for the partisans in snow-covered

terrain. 04 Most. however. were not so lucky. The slightest

activity attracted the Germans' attention and food ran out

before the snow melted away. The partisans resorted to

eating bark from the trees. and sometimes frozen potatoes

that they dug up in the fields.

Medical personnel and services were not limited te the

fighting units. Hospitals were set up in many of the family

camps. Injured or sick fighters. whether Jewish or not. were

freQuently brCJught to the fE:mily camPS for the doctors and
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nurses to care for. These camps also provided many other

services for the fighting partisans, who usually paid for

them with food or other necessities of life.

FAMILY CAMPS AND WOMEN PARTISANS

Family camps, or detachments, were a primarily Jewish

phenomenon. Their primary aim was not ta fisht Nazis but to

save lives. 55 Unlike non-Jewish partisans, Jews felt the

ne~essity of bringing their families with them to the

fOl\es'ts\ dee.\?it.e the ae.riouls ·dl1.fi·icIlI,\,;üJs. t,.hS s 'cl\e~,t~\d;' '1:hey

were convinced that if their families were captured by the

Germans, that they would be killed. 56 As a result, family

camps, or civilian camps, had to be established to

accommodate the elderly, the women, and the children. They

could generally but not always be found wherever there were

concentrations of Jewish partisans in Jewish or Soviet

units. Occasionally, a family camp and a partisan group were

combined in one unit.

Most of the family camps in Belorussia and Volhynia were

founded in 1942. In early 1943, when the organized Soviet

partisan movement took over control of the partisans

operating in western Belorussia and northern Ukraine, the

Jewish family camps were accepted as a fait aooompli and the

Soviet partisans reconciled themselves to their existence. 57

In the Kruk detachment, in Volyn, western Ukraine, there

were four family camps consisting of over 1000 Jews. The

Ukrainians had also established some camps for their
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families and the Poles had a camp for those fleeing from

Germans and Ukraillians. ee

The non-Jewish partisans were not happy with the family

camps. They did not feel that they were contributing to the

fight against the Germens and felt they were a nuisance even

though the camps did their utmost to be self-sufficient and

independent. One major point of contention wae food

collection. Both groupe had to collect food from nearby

~'eQBants .,\md the. fightÏ.n!l: ~'al·ti.'3a.n5 ,di·d ~:lot, ~ H:e , to' ellle're

what little there wae with the non-fighters. In sorne cases,

as in the Naliboki forest , the difference thet existed

between a family camps and the partisans was ideological.

The family camp, led by Elkes, a tailor and member of the

Nacha partieans, wae composed mainly of shopkeepers and

small businessmen, was capitalistic in ite beliefs and eew

no purpose in the Communist doctrine adopted by the Nacha

partisans and their leadership. es

Moet of the family camps, especially the larger ones,

were able to organize themselves as service and maintenance

unite. They provided medical servicee, weapon and equipment

repairs, and food preparation for the combat unite. The

armed nucleus of these family camps was often able to take

an active part in fighting the Germens without neglecting

its duty of protecting the family camp. The Jews of the

family camps tried and often succeeded in becoming useful

and productive elements for the Soviet partisans, who lacked
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The camps were located deep in the woods, in faraway

spots, and on islands in the swamps. Whenever the partisans

moved, the family camps moved with them. In thé earlier

days, attempts were made to save as many from the Nazis as

possible, including men, women, children, and the elderly.

As the companies acquired more weapons, young and middle

aged men and women were able to join the fighting units.

~ 'X'h,\\s\~ \l'ho d,td not hll.d 't',heir own l\es';po..nsibilit:i.e·s. 'Old .women

repaired clothes, did the washing, cooked, and knitted socks

and mufflers, while old men mended shoes, tailored some

clothing, and did a little furrier"s work. (See picture next

page.) The children took care of the animaIs and collected

seeds and various foodstuffs. 61 Some camps set up farms

where wheat and barley were sowed and mowed. There were

flour mills and bakeries which provided the partisans with

bread. There was also a large number of cows, sheep, goats,

and horses. These Jews were behind-the-line partisans and

helped those on the frontline. 62

Dadya Petya"s partisan company was the first one to be

organized in the Vitebsk district, in the region of Lake

Loklomsk. The partisans organized Jewish workers in small

neighboring towns and helped organize sabotage groups. In

September 1941, they were beginning to . receive a steady

stream of refugees from the small towns, including youth,

• old men, women, and children. They had no alternative but to
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S<Wing TJJOrùhop in tht Budnony Portùon Unit, 1943 (MtMin Colltction,
COUrltlJ/ ofYod Vl1Ihtm Archi..., Jtnutzltm).

Source: Tee, Nechama. Defiance, Oxford
University Press, 1993 .
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set up a civilian camp. The partisans then went to work in

the Baranovichi region. They helped a group of Jewish

fighters from the village of Svinitsa bring Jews out of the

Baranovichi ghetto. They then came into contact with the

Shchors unit, in August 1942. and after it grew into an

independent company. it joined the brigade. 53

The Bielski family camp in the Naliboki forest is one of

the more well-known family camps as it was probably the

largest. It WBS ~et up,hn l~12,b~ bh~ Bi~18kl ~n~tbers and

consisted of approximately 80 Jews. The Bielskis" and other

commanders" main objective was to rescue as many Jews from

the ghettos as they could, as weIl as those in hiding. They
o

maintained contact with Dvorets, Novogrudek. Lida, and other

neighboring towns and ghettos. When these ghettos were

liquidated. hundreds of Jews managed to flee to the forest

and join the camp.54 In 1943. its numbers had increased to

1200. Approximately 400 of these were armed and went out on

missions. The rest performed vario~,t~ inside the camp, ~!

which contained a kindergarten, f yeShivaJ sorne merchants

and some indigents. 50 Not far from tfi~ki camp was the

Zorin camp, named after Zorin, a Minsk Jew. In this camp,

there were approximately 600 Jews from Minsk and Smolensk.

The Zorin camp sent messengers to Minsk and Bielski sent

messengers to Lida, Novogrudek, and Ivye' in order to help

Jews flee the ghettos. The Yada camp had 200 Jews in it, and

there were approximately 1000 Jews in the Lipiczansk forest,
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near the town of Zhe~l.ss

Women formed an important part of the family camps,

where they lived and worked. Some also fought side by side

with the men, as for example in A.P. Brinsky"s (Dadya

Petya"s) group.S7 Partisan life was difficult for the women.

They had to take care of the sick and the wounded, they

washed clothes and dishes, and they cooked. The men often

did not want the women to fight as they felt that they were

..~uP~)61~d\ t':.\ prot ect thewu\me.n" :rh\~\~o.\'le'i.1 ~m\iured the 'sa\l1e

hardships as the men did. They tolerated food shortages for

long periods of time, wore whatever clothing they coul~ find

and sometimes even wore "raffia" shoes'S6 The women,

however, did not tolerate not being given arms. In an

article he wrote, Dadya Petya remembered a request he

received from Rina Guz.

Dadya Petya! My military record shows four enemy
trains destroyed. You know full weIl that l have
military privileges, and my privilege to get arms
ia not less than that of the others. Give me an
automatic rifle, l hereby request you, dear Dadya
Petya!S9

According to Dr" Jack Porter, there were some women in

almost every partisan detachment and Jewish women were

active in nearly aIl of the units that had Jewish men. They

numbered 2-3% and sometimes as much as 5%. They were mainly

used as scouts and intelligence agents because men of

military age were more conspicuous and were liable to be

arrested on sight. 70 Jewish women with Aryan features often

had a hard time being accepted into units, and when they
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were, it was after long grilling and testing sessions to

make sure that they were not Nazi collaborators sent as

spies. However, once accepted, they frequently did

infiltration and assassinat ion work. Halina Mazanik worked

as a domestic for General Kube. It was she who placed the

time bomb under his bed and killed him. 71

Unlike non-Jewish women, Jewesses went to the fore st to

avoid death. They knew it was harder for a woman than a man

'to .be'· aJ.one. '. RaPI! El.nd.. lIlurder \ WI'3I,e -real" ~:.hr.\eatB\ far' t'hem.

They understood that powerful men could give them protection

and that the more powerful the man, the more likely they

were to remain alive, though this often depended on the

woman"s willingness to become the partisan"s mistress. 72

Acceptance into a Soviet detachment was not solely based on

sexual promiscuity since not aIl women were prepared to

trads sex for protection and many of the women lacked the

youth and good looks necessary to make the exchange

desirable for the men. Women were acceptable if they were

physicians, nurses, good cooks, and so on. 73 Some of the

women worked as courriers for the Partisan staffs. 74

The Bielski and Zorin otriads, in the Belorussian

forests, alons w1th other Jew1sh camps, had a pol1cy of

unconditional acceptance of aIl JewB irregardless of sex or

age. UnfortunatelY, 1t waB hard for women to learn of the

existence of such camps, and once they did learn, to re~ch

them safely.715
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Babies were a huge risk to the entire camp and unwanted

pregnancies were a heavy burden for the women to bear.

Abortions were common and were performed with inadequate

instruments and without medication. 7S Dr. Hirsh was the

Bielski campos physician and gynecologist. He performed

numerous abortions on women from the Bielski otriad as well

as from surrounding Russian detachments. As payment for his

services, Dr. Hirsh received fat, pork, flour, ard other

~o'oèl.st'i.1f'fs;. ').'h(,'sl~, "lhO'. l':.ow.lè! a-:-f'ford i't ·pa1.d' ws.t'tl rlold .coin.l~.

The Bielski camp women were accommodated free of charge if

they could not afford his fees. 77

Towards the end of the fall of 1942, when the Germans

decided to clear the Kozyany forests of partisans, the

Spartak command decided to divide the partisans into small

groups and to retreat to the forests in eastern Byelorussia.

The Jews in the family camps bore the brunt of the German

attack. They had no reconnaissance force and learned too

late of the concentration of German units preparing to set

siege to the forest. Even if they had had warning, their

mobility was limited by the older people and the children

and they would probably still have died. 7S Yitzhak Arad

states that thousands of family camp Jews died in the

Volcha-Nora forest in October 1942, in the Lipichan forest

in December 1942, in the Kopyl forest in February 1943, in

the Kokhov, Kozyany, and Naroch forests in September 1943,

and in the Naliboki forest in early 1944.79 Few suz'vived in
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the Kozyany forest, and those who did elude the Germans were

those who had been able to find ehelter in the marshes whare

the Germans had difficulty searching. The Spartak units

returned in the spring of 1943 but found few families laft.

Most of the survivors went to live in family camps near the

Chapayev base. BO

In 1943, the Germans made a coordinated attack on the

partisane in the Narocz and Kazan forests from two sides, in

partisan bases, and set fire to villages suspected of aiding

the partisans. 51 Sorne partisans managed te escape the cordon

by croeeins Borne railroad tracks. However, sorne local

peasants spotted them and led the Germans to their hiding

place. The Jews were ambushed and only one woman survived to

tell the story.52

It is unknown how Many Jews found ehelter and refuge in

the family camps. Many of them were killed in German

manhunts, as weIl as by the Poliah underground, the

Ukrainians, the Soviet partisans, and local peasants. Many

also died from famine and various diseasee. B3

The lack of unbiased, scholarly literature, particularly

r n English,

/~. eaults in a

on the Jewish partisans in the Soviet Union

dependence on personal, eyewitness accounts,

Most of which were written in the post-war years and are

therefore to varying extents unreliable or at least

questionable in terms of accuracy. A look at sorne of these
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accounte does, however, permit some insight into the impaot

or influenoe Jewish partisans had on the Soviet partisan

movement. (Some of theee accounts appear in Appendix B.l
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Appendix A

OPEUA'nONS DlAItY OF A JEWISIl PAltnSAN UNIT·
IN ItUDNIKI FOREST. 1!M3-J944

Seriai Dale
No. Operation

10/7/43 Dc:slruc:tion of telcgrDph Unk ilIons
thc Grodno·Yilna road ln the s~·

lion betwccn Pirclupie and TelÏllnec:.
More Ihan 50 telegrllph pales wcre
s;lwn through, the wires wele cut
and the lnsulalor. broken, Three
unit. took part in the operation:

1 ·\Ave.l'gc(." ";ro ,ViclCny~·aUfJ "tkatb
ta •FlIseislll."

2. 10/11/43 DC!truction of telegraph Ilnk along
the Yilnll·Lida road" in the scelioll
ncar Kn;yzowka. More than 70
poles we,e SDWn through, the wirc:1
werl: cut and the insulaton broken.
Three unil' look p:art in the opera·
lion: "Avenger," "Ta Yiclory" and
"Dcath 10 Fasclsm."

35

2'

Name of
Cummllndcr

l, Czuzoj &.
Aton
Aronowlcl

(Namc enued
in original
document)

3 10/23{43 n,o= telephonc and telegraph were 25
dc:1troyed along the railroad from
Lida to Vilna, in Ihe Jaszuny-5lasily
section. not far from Gudelki. Threc
units took part in the operation:
"Avenger," "Dcath ta Fascism" and
''Ta Vietory."

4 10{43 Three rO:ld barriers (were dcstroyedl 55
at the approachcs to Rudnilti: two
on the main road and one on lhe
raId Ihrough the forc:1t. The IIclion
was carried out simu1tancously by
Ihrce groups. Thlee units look part
in the action: "Avenger." "Ta Vic:·
tory." and "Death to Fascism."

5 10/19/43 Sabotage operation in the cilY of 4
Vilna: Four trans{ormr:rs lInd :t

mec:hanic:al waler conveyor wele de
stroyed wilh Ihe aid o( English
mines. Carried out by a sabotage
parly consislin, of (our parlisans:
Witka Kcmpner. Matys Lewin. Ra·
zow and Chafcle [Szapiro)
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Serinl D:lte
No. Operntlan

Namc o[
Commander

G 11/2/43 Slllly people were broughl ta the 2-
parlisnns {rom Vilna. The group
wu brought by Witkll Kcmpncr nnd
Chale!e. Il nrrlved anfely.

7 10/17/43 Destruelion o[ Iwo bridges in the 40
vllllal;e o[ Znllarino ond blowin; up
of Iwo eng;llcs on the n:urow·gnuilc
railroad Ilne. There was n small
force of Gcrmans Ilntioned in tbe
village at the (ime. fighters (rom
thrce uniu took part in the opera
tion: "Avcngers," "To Vletory" nnd
"Dcath 10 Fa5eism."

Aba Kovner
nnd
.•. [name
ernscdl

8 '11/3/43 The fillhter Dobka [Debcltov Doba]
brought thrce armed Hghters (0 the

\ '~\urr\!03n~ (roln \\'ill\\\: \:)r1.l\', I\\OS\\l
wlcz and Anglcnik.

9 !! /43 Purpose: To (ake arma from the 7
vill:age of Kunze. Four rifles wcre
caplurro (rom the Shaulisls:· Wicr
socki and the {orester. The fightcn
of thc "Avcnger" units took p:art
in the action.

10 12/14/43 Purposc: Ta take the arma (rom the 40
armcd village of Posol. During the
operation [German) troop' stationed
at Rakliszk.i werc sununoned {rom
lhe armed villllgcs in the neighbor
hood. A two·hour baule ensucd llnd
as a result several Fl\5cists were
killed or woundcd.

11 12/43 ln the town Olkieniki, where Il {oree S
of two hundred enemy troops was
Itationed, 300 kg!. of turpenline were
con[isCltcd [rom the turpentinc {ae-
tory.

Aba Kovner

Knp!inski
Szmulka

Jacob Prener

12 !2/43 A bridge wu burned in the village 40
of Darguze. The bridge h:l.d been
buUl on the ncw Toad (rom Vihm
ta Orany. in the section belween
OlkieDiki Qnd Pirdupie. The opera·
tian wu Clrried out under Circ
(rom lhe lroops ltalioned in O!kie·
niki. There were no !osscs. Fighters
from two units look part: "Avenger"
and ''To Victory."

Aba. Kovncr
Cbanan
Maiid

13 12/27/43 A train wu blown up OD the rail·
road (rom Vilna to Grodoo. An
eneine and ten cars were deratled:
(the train) had carried men and
lupplies.
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Seriai Dale
No. Operallon

Nama of
Commander

14 12fJ 1/43 A train WIlS blown up on Ihc rBilroRd 6 Abll Kovner
(rom Vilnll ta Orodno, near Land-
"'Ilrow slnllon. The angine nnd
twcnly-one Cll~ c.'lrrying Iroops Ilul!
supplies were del'1lllcd. The trllin hlld
becn on ils WIlY from Wanllw 10

Vilnll.

15 12/31/43 Discovery Ilnd c:lplurc of OeslllpO 7 Chaim uzar
Bgenl Uczkurolis (rom Dajnowa vil·
lage nellr EjSZYS1k1.

16 '12/31/43 Discovcry !lnd capture of Geslapo Z Upenholc
agent AndriuS1klcwlcz from Da;.
nawa vi1lBga. Thase who took pan:
Lipenhole nnd Wi'ka .Kempner.

17 1/44 Blowing up of Il boUer Ilnd 100-
hone·power stcarn engino al the
cardboBrd fllctOry BI Olklenikl. Tho
factary, lhat ls, tho machlnery and
the steam engine wero to have becn
transferrcd to Oermany.

1& 1/44 Blowing up of a train on the rail·
road from Vilna to Grodno, in tbe
section betwecn Maluzy and Szar
kfszld. lt was nol establishcd how
many cars wete derallod. About two
hundrcd ltalian loldiers rcturning
from the front were klllcd.

19 1/44 ln lhe operation ta dcslroy the
lltrnad village of Koniuchy, 30
fighters took pal1, of the unils
"Avenger" and "To Victory."

20 3/44 Obstruction and minina of lhe
Grodno-Vilna road ln the section
ncar Nowe MlIccle. Fighlcn Crom
two units took part, "Avenger"
lInd "To Victory."

21 3/13/44 ln the counc of an operational
patrol nCllr lhe village of' Skorbu
ciany the fonowinl were captured:
li. Dutchman Hank Dekku. a

Pole, GcslllpO agent Rysick Luksza,
Dnd two TutkomllnJ.

6 Mlua
Llpenholc"
Jacob Prencr

6 Sunulkll
Kaplln5ki

J() Jacob Prener

30 Abrasza Rescl

Il Lipenhotc
Brand
Szlomo

zz 3/44 As part of the gcneral plans of the J8
"Lithuanian Dripde" two units of
"Avenger" and "1'0 Vietory" de
stroycd 120 poles along the l'lIilroad
line Vilna-Ljda. in the section ncar
MareC%.
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Serill Date
No. Operation

Nllme oC
Commander

23

24

2S

26

27

18

29

3/18/44 The Vilnl1 unlts were ordered 10 36
Clrry out the destruction oC lele·
phone and telellraph Irnk, between
Ihe lown Ej,zyszkl nnd olhcr cenlers,
The Iwo unlls, "Avencen" nnd ''Ta
V/ctory" sawcd arr 7S pales on
the road lrom Grodno la Orany. In
the operai ion wires were cut lnd
Insulntors broken.

3/44 Ourlng Il patroi near Ciceiorkll rour 3
men were aught who had escapcd
[rom Il concentration camp Cor
flrisoners al war ncar SuW'.lIkl. Ali
j'our were o.cccplcd by parlisan units,

4/16/44 On "Rnilroad" day·· nnd ns part 40
• ohtht·. gcnerl\l Q\1cralio", \\'hiëh tll",

Vilna unils had been ordercd 10
carry oui, 300 rails wcre blown up
by our unlts on the Vilna·Lidn line,
ln the section betwecn Slasily llnd
Jaszuny.

4/44 811rric:lde on the r03d Crom Zyg· 20
munciszki la Nh:wojniance.

4/44 The building oC the "White 40
l'olcs..••• was burned down in Ihe
village oC Nicwojniancc.

5/10/44 Ambush on the Grodno road in the 70
scclion betwecn Pirciupie and Zyg
munciszki. Two units, "Avengcr"
and ''Ta Vic:lory" took part. Eleven
Germans were killcd. 800ty cap
turcd: 6 rines, 4 hand.grenades, 4
grenade throwen, land 2 "Degtya.
roy" machine-guns.

5/23/44 At the turpcnline Caclory in Olkie- 3
niU 360 kgs. oC lurpcmtinc were
con{iscaled and 2,000 kgs. were
dcstroyed,

Chnlm Lnzar
Ch. Magid

A. Relel

{crnscd]

Ch. Mllgid

1. Cluzo; &.
... [crascdJ

Pielrujlis
Ch.Mllgid
Brand

Ch. Magid

30 5/27/28/44 C:apturc of arms Crom the vi1l3ge al 3S
Jurki3nce. Twelve rifles oC diCo
Cucnt types were conliscatcd, with
ammunition. At the ume lime an
:lrms scareh \VaS carried out in a
number o( houses in the village or
Krumince:. Two rifles, a pistai and
Il hand.grenade were takm. On the
way baet two "White Poles" were
ta1l.en prisoner und the 10110wing
arms in thoir posscuion were con·
lisl:ated: one semi-automatic rine,
onc rine. one revolver, (wo hand.
grenades and al'llmunition.
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No. Operation

o
,g e Nnme of
~ i Commander
zU:

31 6/3/44 At MclnchowiclC protection \V3! IS
civen 10 tho orrivol or D group of
survivors (rom Vilna, who orc ahout
to Join the panhllM. E.taitl peraons
Drriv~, (our oC whom were DC

copled by our unit: NI.anclowicz,
Basia. Nisanclowicz, Dielie, Rund..
baken; four 'Were oceeplcd by the
unil liTa Vlctory."

Nailln
Cclnik

32 Ncar Rudnlkl 0 patrol round 0 4 [cm,ed]
group of some ICDS of persons
engaged on buildlog 0 .hort milroad
line. Worklng tool. were laken
lrom the group and lhey were or·
dcrcd not to continue with the
WO\\". \Eightceft\ S[P3dL\\ ,,-crc ,la",'!"
back to the b3.sc.

33 6/7/44 In Ihe lown or Olkleniki lhe tur· 8 Jacob Prener
pen'inc and tar factory was blown
up.

34 6/22/44 An engine and Iwo roilroad c:lrs
were dcraih:d on the Vilna-Lida.
road.

35 6/25/44 In the lown or Zagarino one Ocr·
mmD wu killcd and one \Voundcd.

Szlomo IJrand

Denio. Lewin

36

37

On lhe Vitna-Lida Iililroad line the
rails were blown up for a distance
of one kilometcr. Thcrc were 4J
explosions.

7/3/44 Duroing or bridges u,cd by lroops
stationed in the town or Rudniki.

Szlomo Drand

Jefrcmow

38 714/44 Troln blown up on Ihe Vilna· 3D Szlomo Drand
Lida. milroad line. One engine and
cars c::arrying men and supplies wcrc
derailed.

39 7/8/44 Vilna·Lido raUrood line blown up
Cor a distançe of two kilometcn.
Thrcc units took part.

Szlomo Dmnd

•
Morcshct Archives, D. IA650•

• Members o[ a Litbuanian nationalist orpnizaUon that coUaborated
wllh the Ocnnans. Anned rncmbers o[ thi. organization took part in
Jowish ellenoinatioo Akllonen.

•• "H.hour" for a widcspread operation tbat wu to Ilrike .lmultancously
against the railroad nc\work and behind the Iines or lhe Oenoan [ront·line
army•
... A.K. Command.

Source: Arad, Yithak. ..D~ou.c",u..m~elO.nw.t~SL--'OWln_...Jtl<Jh~ell
HoJoCSJlst, Pergamon, 1981. Doc.211, p.463-71.
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Appendlx B

Evewitness AccQJlnts Qf Partisans and Partisan GrQUpS

SHLOMO ZORIN

ZQrin. a Minsk Jew. had been a partisan in the Russian

civil war. He was arrested while living in the Minsk ghettQ

and while imprisQned. he met CQ1Qnel Semyonov. a Russian. At

the end of 1941. both succeeded in escaping to the

StarQsolski forest. sorne thirty kilometerB from Minsk. Zorin

wal':! ,/l.P$>c:ln;t6'i~ ·.caml\1ar~der 'of agl'OUp led b~' PW.r'khomenH,o in

which. although the General Staff waB non-Jewish. the

majority. approximately 150 men. were Jewish. Zorin was

appointed commander of the group. With the liquidation of

nearby ghettos in late 1942 and January 1943. many Jews

escaped and streamed to the forest. The refugees had no

weapons and most were unfit to fight. Arguments betwsen Jews

and non-Jews increased. culminating in a clash with the

commander. Parkhomenko took Zorin"s gun from him and placed

him under arrest. 1

Semyonov, who was one of Zorin's unit commanders.

advised Zorin to form a special group. Zorin gathered all

the refugees. whatever their age or sex. and formed the

famous 106 Detachment. He moved his group to the Naliboki

forest where the Russian partisans protected them. The group

was small. around 60 people but by the end of the war. Zorin

commanded over 700 Jews. 2 Semyon Gochenko commanded a Soviet

unit that included Jewish children. The boys and girls
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learned tu use weapons and act as guides for the adults.

They grew up to be fighters and helped to establish the

Zorin family camp.s During the German retreat, Zorin's group

ambushed the soldiers who were fleeing through the forests.

Zorin's foot was wounded in one of the battles and he was

forced to have it amputated. 4

HIRSCH KAPLINSKY

On August 6, 1942, the Zhetl ghetto faced its second

,massacre. A gr.ou-\" ~)f 1\30 , Jew.s .wU!':' f'ight..tng tlb'll'ity l\\anaged

to escape to the Lipiczany forest and formed a partisan

group headed by commander Kolya Vachonim, a Russian. This

group along with sorne other Jewish partisans, mainly

mobilized youth who had escaped in April and May 1942 from

Zhetl, united under the high commander, Hirsch Kaplinsky,

also from Zhetl where he had been the leader of the Hashomer

Hatzair. His family was killed by the Germans but he managed

to escape to the forest. He slowly obtained arms for his

men. They joined forces with the Russian partisans in

battles against the Germans.

Kaplinsky always led his men personally into battle. His

battalion helped suppress the Lithuanian garrison at

Mirovscyzne Estate, the German garrison at Zakliscyzne

Estate, and battled with the Germans and Lithuanians in the

village of Patzatovsdcyzna, aIl in the vicinity of Zhetl. e

Kaplinsky and his men helped defend the villagers of

Dubrovka against the Germans' attempt to kill them. They
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were also actively involved in the destruction of German

garrisons, first at Ruda Yovarska, and later, at Motzevitz.

Kaplinsky was determined to seek revenge for the death of

his family. Wherever he and his men went, they sought out
,

farmers who betrayed or murdered Jews and killed them. s

Kaplinsky was injured in the German siege of the

Lipiczany forest. As he returned, bleeding, to his unit, he

'. attempted to retrieve a sub-machinegun. Some anti-Semitic

"pR.r~~h3a.'lS"ki.l1;eo: h\i.m in DeCelJbl~r ',1&\.42 as ~\'1.e called for them

to help him. 7 Kaplinsky's men later joined with the Russian

partisan unit Borba as a third Jewish company.s

KOVPAK

Sidor Artiomovich Kovpak was one of the chief organizers

and a central commander of the Soviet partisan movement.

(See pictures next two pages.) He fought behind enemy lines

on the steppes of Bryansk, in Byelorussia, in 1941 to 1942.

In the fall of 1942, his battalion received orders to cross

over to the right bank of the Ukraine and Byelorussia,

Kovpak an'â' his men fought~~lesia on the Dnieper shore.

Kovpak personally led his men across the Desna, Sozesh, and

Pripet rivers. s

He helped others to organize themselves. Y.Y. Melnik was

the commander of a partisan unit created by Kovpak in the

woods of Bryansk. Kovpak left a partisan unit at Melnik"s

disposaI to help him organize his first fighting companies;

"For the Fatherland," "Red Partisan," and "Death to
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Fascism." The camp was in the Kninailsky forest with the

village of Lumyenko as its headquarters. 1o

In the summer of 1943, Kovpak"s battalion was ordered on

a mission to the Carpathian Mountains. On their way, he and

his men destroyed a large supply of oil destined for the

Germans on the Ukrainian front. He was injured in 1944 and

had to return to the Soviet Union. 11

Gregory (Grisha) Loubiennisky joined one of the Kovpak

p.latoonl3 as a fighter ...Duri.ng·, .(l confrol'lt;a~,iL~n'with the

enemy, his unit commander panicked. Loubienisky saved the

unit from defeat by taking charge. He became a company

co~nand~r, and, later, platoon commander. 12 In May 1943,

Kavpak"s men failed ta cross the railway between Gomel and

Kalinkovichi, in Byelorussia. The Germans launchecl a great

attack against the partisans, who decided to retreat. Two

companies were surrounded and cut off by the Germans on the

other side of the tracks. Grisha found a gap in the German

ring and led the two companies out without having to fire

even a shat at the enemy.13 The German high command

nevertheless claimed to have killed Kovpak, Rodniev, and aIl

the fighters. Before Hitler could award them medals, Kovpak

and his men were active again behind enemy lines in southern

Ukraine. 14 During a German attack on the partisans at the

village of Nova Krassnitza, in north-central Ukraine,

Grisha"s company bore the brunt of the main attack. Few

survived the battle. Grisha was killed by a mine splinter
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that entered his chest. 15

Michael Elhanan (Misha) Robinov was a reconnaissance man

and liaison man for Kovpak"s partisans. As a scout, he

showed much initiative and courage, and armed with only a

few weapon~i he often reached places that seemed

inaccessible. 16 Robinov was actively involved in the battles

in the Carpathian region. Following a victory against the

enemy, Robinov was wounded. A shell exploded close to him

'.I.md a spIJ.nt.e.t" '. pen(,·,tratea. hhT l'Un,os. It\W\\ls':tlle·. fil·'st. tinl9

that Misha showed fear. The next day, Robinov refused to be

carried on a stretcher and started to walk. He regained his

strength after a few days and healed while on the march. 17

KRUK

Nikolai Konishchuk, alias Kruk, was mobilized in Kiev in

1941, by the Soviets and was taught methods of sabotage

before being sent back to his district to organize partisan

grOuPB. 1B He waB unsuccessful in recruiting young Ukrainians

but was able to recruit young Jews. He almost always refused

to accept anyone into the partisan ranks unless they were

armed. 1e Dov Lorber says that Kruk kept close to the Jews BO

that he could be a respected commander of a unit rather than

an ordinary partisan. 20 The Jewish boys in his unit excelled

at forcibly entering villagers" homes and confiscating

goods. 21 However, they did not limit themselves to

collaborators" homes. Kruk received complaints about their

behavior and he had to take severe measures against the
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in front of everyone. Others were forced to return the

things they had stolen. Kruk took great pains to protect the

integrity of the partisans toward the village population. He

tried to settle all complaints quietly before they reached

headquarters and Dadya Petya. 22

According to Dov Lorber, Kruk waa very humble about

himself at the beginning of the war but toward:; th\01 \01l1d 11\01

\ be~ame inc~easi~~lv .œgotist.i~al and aggressive·a~ainsthis

aides and friends. 23 In time, his behavior toward the Jewish

fighters also changed and became antagonistic. He chose one

of the Jewish women fighters to be his "house secretary"

despite the fact that he was married and had children. 24

Lorber states that:

he began to live a life of ease in the woods, the
life of an "omnipotent" ruler. A dismantled house
was brought from the village of Lishnivka for him
and was set up in the woods. His "wife"s" mother
was the head cook, and she managed, with
difficulty, to supply him with food that he
liked. 25

Some of the leaders did not like Kruk. They felt that he

lacked the qualifications of a military leader. They

•

criticized him for the lack of discipline of his men and

they disliked the fact that he had a family camp. They even

called him the "Jewish Messiah."26

At the beginning, the non-fighters and the fighters were

all in the same camp. Asher Flash, one of Kruk"s partisans,

recalled a hungry boy that Kruk had ordered him to frighten
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during Chanukah in 1942. The orphaned boy, Yideleh

Melamedik, had snuck out of the camp several timee to beg

for food from peaeante. Kruk feared that the boy wauld be

capturecl and that he would reveal the camp'e location or

that hie tracke would be followed. He ordered Asher to

frighten the boy into etaying in the camp and eaid that if

Yideleh left again he would be ehot. Aeher did as he was

ordered and Yideleh never left the camp alone again. 27

Kruk ,did ,1':lOt '?tH1 ~ off the Je.m. slv. p\9.r..ti\;ans d\~a'pi'te tholle

who tried to make him do so, particularly the commander of

the Nasiekin partisans. General Dadya Petya, while on an

inspection tour, learned of a planned attack by the Nasiekin

partisans against Kruk. The commander Nasiekin was removed

and sent to the Soviet Central Bureau in White Ruesia and

Dadya Petya remained with the Kruk partisans for four

months.2e He organized the fightere and inetalled military

diecipline. 29 The unit wae split and a familY camp was eet

up for those who couldn't fight. Lorber knew Dadya Petya

well and frequencly met with him. He claims that Dadya Petya

was interested in Jews, and that sorne thought Petya wae

Jewieh himeelf though he never admitted it. 30 Dadya Petya

reprimanded Kruk with harsh words for shooting a young

Jewieh boy who had requested to leave the base with his

relatives. Later, Kruk shot another young Jew who had stolen

sorne bread fram the kitchen to give it te the family camp.31

Dadya Petya"s visit did not change Kruk"s behavior.
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Once, a mine failed to explode and Kruk blamed Dov Lorber.

Kruk came very close to killins hh, but did not due to the

intervention of his "wife." He simply removed Lorber from

the position of division commander. When he went to submit a

report to Dadya Petya, the staff commander ordered that the

mine be brousht before him. He discovered that the explosive

material was of low quality which had resulted in the mine"s

failure to work and ordered Kruk t reinstate Lorber as

dhril'.ion commander ,sinee . the', un~,t· Wt'S l'mt iNlly Jewish.

Lorber compiled a list of thirty men he wanted. He included

two Ukrainians. very familiar with the surroundinss, for

reconnaissance. He also picked two friends. Yitzhak

Kuperberg and Zev Verba, as section commanders. 32

ThouSh he had his sood and bad moments, hE' was

determined to accept Jews into his unit and they respected

him for that. 33 However, according to Lorber, Kruk was

responsible for the death of a Jewish family, of another

youth, and of others. For this reason, Lorber puts Kruk in

the same category as that of many other Ukrainians, a

murderer of Jews. 34

BIELSKY

The Bielskis lived in Nowogrodek and the surroundins

area. When the Germans made plans to move aIl the Jews into

a ghetto, Tuvia, Zus, and Asael, made plana to move their

parents into the forest. (See pictures next two pagea.)

Unfortunately, they were too late. On December 8, 1941, more
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than 5000 Jewe were killed in the ghetto.3~ The Germans

caught their father, mother, and two of their brothers, put

them in the ghetto and, from there, to their death.

Their parents were farmers and owned a mill. The

brothers grew up in the country and were at home in the

fields and in the forest. 3e They managed to gather 15

friends and relatives from neighboring villages, including a

9-month old baby, 2 older children, and Tuvia's parents-in

l""w~, Of the 18 in ,their g'/.~0lU.P". <l\nly 6 ',\qe.r.e men I:.'f 'fj,gbti.ns

age. 37 Their camp was located in the Naliboka forest. They

obtained six rifles from a peasant. The same day, they shot

a gendarme and took his rifle and ammunition. From then on,

they lay in ambush for their enemies. 3B

Tuvia became the commander of the partisan group since

he was the oldest brother. He refused to imitate the Germans

and kill anyone. The Jews did not listen to each other but

they liBtened to and respected Tuvia. He felt an obligation

to save them. 3B His stated goal was the enlargement of the

group. He felt that this would increase the unit"s strength

and promote its survival. Shmuel Amarant, a partisan and

historian, writes that Tuvia eagerly accepted new fugitives

into his unit despite internaI opposition. 40

As the camp grew, so did the difficulty of securing

supplies and the tendency and desire to ' divide the group

into separate units. Some of the armed partisans wanted to

separate themselves from the "useless" Jews. Tuvia fought
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these trends. He tried to convey an attitude of national

responsibility and an understandins of the immediate needs

of the Jews. He insisted that every Jew who reached the camp

be integrated, whether or not they were armed or able to

fisht.4~ He tried to accommodate even the most religious

Jews. A professional "shochet, " ritual slaughterer, was

permitted to kill animals the traditional way. Observant

J~w~ W~~~ siv~n ep~cial food allotments that they could

'prepare , in th,sir ',ofl1n.huts. POi[' the, '.mo.at p~rt, :tho_ IWhtl

w.nted te ebee~ve the Sabbath were excused from working and

each evenins, some of the pious men gathered in the tannery

to pray.42

In the summer of 1942, Tuvia learned that Victor

Panchenko"s unit, Oktiabyr, had decided to annihilate the

Bielski camp. The peasants were claimins that the Jews were

robbins them. Tuvia spoke with Victor and together they

proved that the peasants were lyins because they did not

want to sive anything to any of the partisans. 43 The

incident ended with an understanding between the Russian and

Jewish partisans. They divided the area for the purposes of

food collection so that the peasants were less likely to

falsely accuse either otriad. 44 News of their cooperation

travelled quickly and helped to lesitimate the Bielski

campos existence. Jewish fugitives were also a little safer

as the partisans and peasants were less inclined to attack

them. Instead, they sometimes directed the Jews te the
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camp.46

The wave of anti-Semitism during the summer of 1943

stemmed from the "Big Ht:nt" by the Germans in their effort

to clear the forests of partisans, particularly Jewish

partisans. Tuvia divided the camp into small groups to make

it easier to move to safer areas. During their attempts to

flee the Germans, the small groups became even more divided.

The Jews became targets for robberies, abuse, and murder.

Thi\'3 t1eba\'·iO'rwa.9 n,ct. 1;im;I. t\')d .tl1 th,,:! &~s3iaJ;l paX't.tsll.nlil and

the enemy. Kaplan, one of the Bielski group leaders and his

men robbed sorne of the local farmers of their money and

valuables. 46 Kaplan accused Tuvia of collecting money for

his own personal use. Zus and Asael confronted Kaplan, and

Zus, who became angry at Kaplan's answers and attitude, shot

Kaplan dead. 47 The death sentence was rarely used. Behavior

and deviance were punished by a few days in prison. 4S

It was necessary to rebuild their community in order to

be prepared for the approaching winter. Tuvia divided the

people into teams and subteams, each with a task to perform.

Building teams searched through deserted villages and

retrieved such items as windows, window frames, ovens,

boilers, kitchen utensils, and items for setting up a flour

mill, communal bath, and various other workshops. Other

teams ploughed the fields, dug for potatoes, and searched

for other food to store. Sorne of the building teams remained

at the campsite and built living quarters for the
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partisans. 4e

Tuvia was not the only Bielski brother to distinguish

himself among the partisans. Asael was reputed as a good

hearted, smiling man who never failed to encourage others. oo

He was a distinguished commander of a combat group and was a

substitute commander for the whole division. He became

famous for his espionage work. He commanded a group of

cavalry which was on an inspection mission in the Terov

a.ll'e.'i. l:lJ. . Zwswas the. o.nly ,Jetfl or! ~;he. .Genh~r'" 1 St~a:rf I\')i' "the

Jewish Genekezer division. When they were engaged in

espionage. he was commander. He was also permitted to act as

a representative of the division"s head Russian commander. 02

ATLAS

In May 1942, Dr. Yehezkel Atlas" family along with the

other Jews were massacred. The Germans let him live because

he was a doctor. 53 He was transferred to Wielka Wola. a

village which lies on the river Szczara. surrounded by

large. dense forests and the estates of Ruda Jaworska.

Dombrowszczyzna and Lipiczany.o4 The peasants became fond of

Dr. Atlas and informed him that there were partisans in the

neighboring forests. They were mainly Russian soldiers who

had refused to surrender. as well as. a few local Communists

that included the Jew Abraham Kopelowicz. Dr. Atlas

contacted the partisans and helped them by' providing medical

assistance and obtaining weapons for them fro~ caches

containing large quantities of arms abandoned by Russians in
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retreat. l5l5

The Dereczyn ghetto, approximately 30 kilometers from

Wielka Wola, was liquidated on July 24, 1942. Hundreds of

Jews were killed by the Germans, Lithuanians, and local

police. Many, however, managed to hide and fled to the

forest the following night. Dr. Atlas met with one such

group. They wished to jain the partisans. Dr. Atlas led them

into the forest, left them there, and then returned several

young men on their first mission to obtain food supplies.

Each day, new Jews were added to the group from the refugees

in the forest and soon a fightins unit was organized. Dr.

Atlas gave the new unit the responsibility of providing food

and weapons to the fleeing Jewish refugees and, also, to

exact vengeance on the enemy.l57

On August 10, 1942, Atlas led the partisans on an attack

against Dereczyn and won. They equipped themselves with the

booty, including good boots, leather knapsacks, shirts,

small arms, and ammunition. l5e Following the garrison"s

destruction, Dr. Atlas addressed his men:

"We must not settle down and take things easy!"
he harangued them. "Our struggle only began when
we defeated the German garrison at Dereczyn. Your
lives came to an end in the slaughter on July
24th. Every additional day of life is not yours,
but belongs to your murdered families! You mUst
avenge them! "l5S

Dr. Atlas" partisans coopsrated with the Pobeda (Victory)

unit and gained much experience in battle. so Atlas" men were
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successful at derailing trains and burning bridges. On one

occasion, they travelled dozens of kilometers to burn a

bridge near the town of Belitza, on the Niemen river. The

Germans had used thie bridge to transport military equipment

eastward.6~ The bridge was in the section belonging to the

partisans from the Orle di·lision. Atlas was confronted by an

officer from the Orle partisans, but the confrontation lost

its hostility once the officer found out that he was talking

\ tO',Dl'. ,\~tlal'3."The ,.off,icer" \I~as" emb,'3.r,>t'assi"Jd .. and" admr.tloeloJ ~;hA,t

he and his men had never thought of destroying the bridge.

He praised Atlas for a weIl planned and sxecuted job. 62

Once, Atlas disappeared from camp for several days and

some of the partisans became worried. Atlas returned a few

days later, after having said Kaddish at the grave of his

family in Kozlowszczyzna. ss

Atlas, like Alter Dworecki and Hirsch Kaplinsky,

witnessed the plight of the Jews and tried to help them with

warnings of danger, with food supplies and with moral

support. The help he offered was sporadic, unorganized, and

hence often ineffective. S4 AlI the fighting that took place

in the vicinity of his camp were carried out at his

initiative and according to his plans, and almost always

included his participation. sa

DIADIA MISHA

Misha Gildenman (Diadia Misha) escaped from the ghetto

with his son Simcha and sixteen other Jews. His wife and 13
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year old daughter were shot during the first Aktlon by the

Germans. The massacre lasted from 4am to 4pm. That evening,

the surviving Jews said Kaddlsh for the dead in the

synagogue. From then on, Gildenman made plans to go to the

forest and join the partisans. On September 23, 1942, the

Germans and Ukrainian collaborators gathered for the

liquidation of the ghetto. Misha and his group arranged to

meet at a friendly gentj.le·s home on the outskirts of the

toOwn .aI1d \,then~ the\l' l\llippe~. ll'.ut,', ll,f the €h\\lt~;o il~ groups of ·3

and 4. 66 They escaped with one pistol and five rounds of

ammunition. Before long, they grew into a large Jewish

detachment. 67 In January 1943, a Jewish division under

"Unele Misha" was formed. SS Diadia Misha recruited some

local Ukrainian youth into his detachment in 1943, as

ordered by the Partisan High Command in Moscow. He remained

the commander though, with his son as chief of

intelligence. se

Diadia Misha's partisans were very good at attacks. They

were divided into small teams and attaeked simultaneously.

Such is the case of their attack on the town of Rozvazhez,

between Zhitomir and Kiev. The mission was successful due to

the small individual groups each attacking simultaneously

and to the snowstorm and winds whieh drowned out the noises

of the attack and thus prevented the Germans from coming to

the rescue. 70

Gildenman's partisans attacked a German garrison in
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Alexandrovka. On their way back to the forest , they took the

eIder of a village that they had passed through because he

was notorious for appeasing the Germans. They left a letter

addressed to Baron von Helman, the commander of the German

garrison, with the elder"s wife. Helman and his staff had

managed to flee at the beginning of the attack and had

escaped to Avratz to notify the division commander of the

attack. Gildenman's letter said:

,"Ral"Ol\ Veln·. ReIma\'1: Hl t'~e~' ;w5.I1l. l\Ot ·de·st'l:'oy ·w.nl~

annihilate the whole Jewish nation, but l and a
few other Jews destroyed the entire camp of the
German garrison in Alexandrovka." It was signed,
"The Commander of the Jewish Partisan Group, the
Jew Deida Mischa."7.l.

When Uncle Misha"s area was liberated by the Red Army, the

partisans were incorporated into military units. Marshal

Klementii Voroshilov, chief of the Partisan High Command,

suggested tha'~ Gildenman remain behind the lines as an

engineer, which was his profession prior to the war. He

declined the offer, went through an officers" training

course, and entered Berlin with the rank of captain. 72
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CONCLUSION

Following the liberation of areas from German

occupation, the partisan units were diebanded. Some

partisans chose, as did Diadia Misha (Misha Gildenman), to

continue fighting and joined the ranks of the Red Army.

Others chose to remain behind to help restore order and to

begin the long process of healing. The partisan movement

changed its strategy in early 1944, as the Red Army advanced

\a;~d the, G.'3l\'nan.. ,wnn.1 ·;.l.n\f...1!!. l·e\re.at .... Sorne 'unitas l3eu w.bco.u\'

striking the fleeing enemy while others remained and

established underground authority in districts soon to be

liberated. The partisan units assigned to certain areas were

weIl informed of those who couId be trusted in the

villages. 1 Once an area was liberated, the partisan units

were disbanded, registered, and taken over by the army. Sorne

werIC drafted into security and "mopping-up" units while

others were used in the army as reBimental replacements.

Officers were sent to refresher schools and rejoined the

army later on. 2

A more positive attitude developed among the partisans

in the sprins and summer of 1944 as the Red Army was gain~ng

more and more territory back from the Germans. Most cf ~ne

partisans became "hungry" for battle. Even the women and the

children who usually remained in the camps wanted to join

the missions and do their part. s When the Germans withdrew,

the partisans began knocking on doors. They went to the
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homes of collaborators, held quick "trials", and then

executed them. 4

The partisans in Bialystok could feel that German defeat

wae imminent in the summer of 1944. The senior German

officials had left the city. Anya Rud, Lisa Chapnik, and

Broni~ Klibanski were the only Jewish partisans left in the

city. They decided that initiative wae called for. They

stopped a German soldier, told him that the German~ WQr~

.,"t~a:7ut." ~.mv. l\"Ug.,~a\..'b.~d '~~hat 1 ~.\e .gi.Vl. ';then\ hi.e Iwe.'9.pI')n19 • iLI

exchange for civilian clothes. They managed to get one gun. 6

Anya, Bronya, and a few others went to the outskirts of the

city to greet the Red Army in the name of the underground as

it entered Bialystok. Later, after the liberation, Bronya

visited one of the underground's bunkers. She looked for

traces of Mordechai Tenenbaum but only found a package of

letters and a few rifle shells. 6

At the end of the war, Jewish partisans, especially the

Zionists, planned and organized immigration to Palestine.

The Jewish partisans organized a unique group known as

"Partisans, Soldiers, Pioneers," (PHH). An organization of

partisans and ghetto fighters exists in Israel, and, in

1970, it began to expand into a worldwide Jewiah

organization. 7

The Soviet partisan movement was the largeat in Europe

and asaumed great importance in the official Soviet war

strategy towards the end of 1942. It was able te harass the
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Germana and prevent aome of the men and ~upplies from

reaching the front llnea of battle. Psycholosically, for the

population, the partisans played an important role. They did

not sive UP resistins the German invaders and gave people

hope that one day the Third Reich would be defeated. From a

military point of view, it is debatable how much they

achieved. The Red Army would have defeated the Germans

without the partisans, but it may have taken a little longer

,f:.1r', \,t",t~,l dO' a.o' tc,nd cils.lalt·,I.el'3 ~,Iuld Pl'ol.·ab:lY. have' bl)en

sreater still. Ultimately, the partisans achieved their

goal, this being to harass the enemy and to resist the

invaders to the best of their ability at a time when the

outcome was still in doubt.

The areas where the Soviet partisans were most active

(Ukraine, ~lite Russia, Lithuania, Eastern Polandl were

araas where large Jawish communities had existed for many

senerations. a One example is the Naliboki forest which was

surrounded by a close network of Jewish towns, whose

inhabitants knew their ~:ay around in the forest;,.a Many of

the Jews who reached the forests died. Leon Kahn says that

those who survived were those who were able to accept the

filth, primitive conditions, lack of security, and the

steady drain on health and endurance. Those from the

villages and small towns were more accustomed to hardships

and had better knowledge of the areas and, thus, fared

batter than those from the cities. 1o Another factor that
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affected their survival was that the organization and

unification of the Jews was difficult since there was no

organized religious body or Jewish structure outside of the

Communist Party. Also, many of those who would have

organized the resistance were killed early in the war.

Moreover, many Polish Jews who had fled to the Soviet Union.

were strangers in the ghettos and forests they reached.

The Jews believed in family responsibility and with

, thI'\~a~s', f.\·OL1 t ht Germ.ans 'of' col.le'.~tlVl'J \'lel\\p<",mtibE'i t.v, 'tbe

Jews had a difficult choice to make. Many felt it was in

their best interest to cooperate with the Germans. They

received no help from the Soviet government or from the

Allied forces. The Jewish undergrounds, with their limited

means and under conditions of unspeakable terror, attempted

to do what the Allied command, with its ample resources. had

failed to do.J.J.

The Jews· contribution to the Soviet partisan movement

was often of a pioneer nature Binee Jews had been among the

first Nazi victims in Poland. In many units, Jews formed the

core of fighters, who attracted others so that their groups

later grew into brigades and divisions.J.2 The Soviet

partisan movement absorbed almost all the Jewish companies

in its zones. However, the Jewish partisans had a function

additional to those of their non-Jewish comrades, namely, to

protect defenceless Jews- old people, women and chl1dren •

Thus, they organized family camps J'. ',e forests, and kept
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It ie difficult to determine the scale and size of

Jewish participation in the Soviet partisan movement,

especially Binee many of the Jews had to suppress their

identity. Official Soviet histories of the Second World War

do not recognize their participation in the partisan

movement. E. Boltine, from the erstwhile Marxism-Leninism

Institute in Moscow, spoke before the members of the Second

Movements in 1961. Boltine claimed that:

The Soviet partisan movement was monolithic,
pursued a single goal, was not torn by class
contradictions, as was the case in several
capitalist countries who suffered from the Fascist
occupation. The desperate efforts of a handful of
nationalist traitors who sold themselves to the
Fascist occupiers and served them body and soul
were powerless to destroy this unity and this
cohesion.~4

This follows the Party line which does not tolerate

•

nationalism or national groups, of which the Jews are one;

and it explains why the Jewish contribution was subsumed

under that of the Soviets, a term that itself began to fall

into disuse with the dissolution of the USSR in 1991. The

sarne was made to apply to the other numerous nationalities

of the Soviet Union. The official Soviet history of the war

states that the total number of partisans at the end of 1942

was more than 120,000 and of this total over 40,000 were

active in the occupied territories of the Russian Federation

and over 5B.000 in Byelorussia. No figures are quoted for
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Ukraine, but it is stated that there were six brigade groups

and 140 independent detachments. Brigade groups in Ukraine

were similar to those in Bielorussia, and so the total

number of Ukrainian partisans probably did not exceed 25,000

men and women.~5 Ainsztein estimates that there were at

least 20,000 and possibly 25,000 Polish and Soviet Jews in

the Soviet partisan movement.~e NOra Levin similarly states

that by the summer of 1943, there were over 200,000 Soviet

r,'a~··.t~.sans"o·,€,whol\1l·,~bou·t10 ,'pE:.r ·cent Dr ~a,()00 \l'ele Jt:.wr;. ~7

Porter states that there were approximately 50,000 Jewish

fighters on the Soviet, Polish, Slovak, Yugoslavian, French,

Greek, Belgian, Dutch, Bulgarian, and Italian terri tories

and that 25.000 Jewish partisans fought in the Soviet Union.

He says, "the Jewish role should not be exaggerated, but

neither should it be underestimated or disparaged."~e

In the northern area of Belorussia (White Russia) there

were sorne primeval forests in which a large number of Jews

escaped. In 1989 Yehuda Bauer estimated that in western

Belorussia alone, approximately 25,000 Jews left for the

forest. In eastern Belorussia, around 7000 Jews fled from

the Minsk ghetto and tens of thousands left fOr the fOrest

in that region to fight the Germans. Most did not obtain

arms and it is unknown how many survived the war.~B Bauer's

numbers are larger than those of Ainsztein, Nora Levin, and

Porter. Irregardless, all the numbers are estimates, but

they show that there was a significant number of Jewieh
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The official Soviet statistics for Lithuania state that

21 per cent of the partisans were Russians, 7.5 per cent

were Jews, 3.5 per cent were Poles and 2 per cent were

Ukrainians. The total number of partisans varies from 5000

to 10,000. If the figure of 5000 is accepted as the most

realistic, Lithuanians had 3100 partisans. Of these, 375

were Jews, that is, the Jews provided one for every 8

Jews was at least double the official Soviet figure. 20

According ta Dr. Dov Levin, at least 1800 Jews escaped to

the forests from ghettos, labor camps, and other places in

Lithuania, their distribution being as follows:

unite of the Byelorussian
the Voroshilov and Spartak

also joined the Leninskii

ofoutsideunitsfighting

- 450 joined fighting
partisans. Most joined
brigades while many
Komsomol brigade.
- 850 joined Lithuanian units. Most of them went
to the Rudniki forest where 400 joined the Vilna
brigade, 200 the Kovno brigade, and 100 the Trakai
brigade. The remaining Jews joined units aIl over
Lithuania.
- 250 joined family camps. Of them, 70 joined the
Feinstein brothers group in the Jurbarkas forest,
30 joined the Chaluzin brothers group in the Kelme
forest, 50 joined the groups of Bielski and Zorin,
and 50 joined the Weinstein group in the Simnas
forest.

100 joined
Lithuania. 21

It can be assumed that at least 1650 Lithuanian Jews had set

off ta join various fighting units in the forests and that

•
approximately 150

purpose. 22

of them did not succeed in their
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Jews began resisting as soon as the Germans invaded the

Soviet Union and those who became partisane achieved much

during the war. They even obliged the Germans to recognize

the power of their reaistance early on. Goebbels was forced

arms.~"23 Wehrmachtkommissar

to admit that now we know what Jews can do if they

Bremmer wrote a letter

have

to

Reichkommissar Lohee in Riga on November 20, 1941, in which

he stated:

... '... '~.t~ e 'J (::w~'ak !-\':J:f....l1\'l t'.i.on i@ '! n' t~.'e ,fa..t'€:fnor. t o:e
propaganda, resistance. and sabotage against the
Germans in Byelorussia .
.... in the citiea of White Rusaia the Jewa
constitute the largest part of the population and
the driving force of the resistance movement ... and
everywhere, where reports about sabotage.
incitement of the population, resistance, etc.
have forced us to teke measures. JeW8 were found
to be the originators and instigators, and in most
instances. even the perpetrators. 24

Reichkommissar Lohee received another similar letter from

Generalkommissar Wilhelm Kube. the Gauleiter (administrator)

of Byelorrussia, on August 31, 1942.

Part of the Jewish resistance included the formation of

underground organizations. There was reaistance in the

ghettos and in the forests. The Jews sousht ta defend

themselves, their friends and families, and their dignity.

There were several ghetto revolts; some succeeded, Borne

failed. The 6uccess of a revoIt depended on its aime. In

some cases the revoIt was purely for the sake of revenge,

i.e. ta kill as many Germans as possible. Some af the

revalts were in order to defeat the Germans, prevent the
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final annihilation of the ghetto and to get the Jews to

escape to the forests to continue the fight against the

Third Reich. These usually failed. Germans outnumbered Jews,

surrounded the ghettos, and made use of superior arms.

Inevitably most of the Jews were killed and few escaped.

Most Jews who did escape to the forest were those who left

the ghettos stealthily.

Not all Jews reached the forest. For those Jews who did

\'lat~e .1 t. 'the ''. ~ü'Jne ,. c;.!it"tt'.idge, be.1. t., and'· hand ' gt"e\'laùe

replaced the yellow badge that had "stung" his body and

"violated" his soul. 20 Yuri Suhl states that the ghetto Jews

who became partisans played an honorable and vital role in

the guerrilla movement and in the Allied victory.26 Jews

held leadership positions in over 200 detachments. Most

changed their names to hide their Jewish identity. Borisov,

the organizer of the first units in the Smolensk area, is an

exemple. He was actually a Jew named Kleinman from

Yekaterinoslav-Dnepropetrovsk. 27

The Jews were also able to make themselves usefuI and

indispensable to the Soviet partisans. Traditional Jewish

ski Ils such as those of tailors, shoemakers, carpenters,

locksmiths, doctors, and nurses became important and

valuable to the partisans. Many of these Jews also learned

how to shoot, lay mines, throw grenades', and kill Germans

and their collaborators. A number of the Soviet Jews were

soldiers and officers who had escaped from prisoner-of-war
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camps.2S

The highest achievement a Jewish partisan could attain

was to survive the war, die fighting the Germans, or save

other Jewish lives. The Nazis sought to destroy the Jews;

and their survival, albeit in small numbers, meant the

Germans had failed and the Jews had succeeded. The success

of the partisans, and in particular the Jewish partisane, is

to a certain extent thanks to the Germans and due to the

.'faot t1:lat t,h~.\ ~~a;üf:, a~d ··ee.:.pe,,;:i,';l1:J.y H.it.~e!','.wc.·r~' l\"la\pc.,naible

for their own defeat. Had the Nazis recognized the support

they had among the occupied territories of the Soviet Union

and the anti-Stalin and anti-Communist feelings that its

populations harboured, they could have won the war, at

least, on the Eastern Front. Instead of collaborating with

the local peoples in Ukraine, Belorussia, and the Caucasus

to defeat Stalin (the Vlasov movement is an exception), the

Germans mistreated and abused most of them. Those same

people who originally opposed and betrayed partisans, came

to avidly support them and turned on the Germans later in

the war. It was Hitler's doctrine of Aryan superiority that

prevented the Nazis from collaborating with the Slavs and,

ultimately, from overthrowing the Bolshevik regime.

In the poatwar years, particularly 1945 to 1953, there

waa a major wave of arrdsts. Those arrested were either

killed or sent of to prison camps in ths Gulag. Stalin was

determined to root out any so-called counterrevolutionaries
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and traitors. Since there are still no agreed statistics on

the number who perished in this way, it is also impossible

to ascertain how many were Jews.

There is a lack of information, in English, on the

breadth and depth of the Soviet partisan movement, and in

particular on the Jews" role within it. Objective sources

are difficult to find. Historians and others are forced to

rely on personal accounts, seized documents, released

dlJOl.\mant.l., . al'là SP .I01;!. Nt,·t 'CL"l," :dc..\ mano' \\'.lO.\ll\'l:ei~ ·n~\gl'.e\, t tel

mention Jewish participation in the Soviet partisan

movement, many of them are also biased. By treating the

partisan movement as a unified movement, official Soviet

sources naturally make little mention of Jews, as sean in

Kovpak"s memoirs; and this same neglect pertains to other

nationalities in the Soviet armed forces.

Most of the English-language material on the subject,

has been published in Israel or the United States, and it

tends to glorify the Jewish partisans and place heavy

emphasis on anti-Semitism. Personal accounts also tend to

glorify the partisans. Many of these were written after the

war and selective memory becomes a factor. By no fault of

their own, surviving partisans" own accounts tend to

embellish and to remember the successes while forgetting or

neglecting the failures, discrepancies, and not-so-glorious

events that inevitably took place too .

Some treat the information on the Jewish partisans as
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suspect because it is largely based on personal accounts and

memoirs of survivors few of which can be corroborated by

official statistics or other evidence. This continues to

poss a problem for those researching the topic as they are

forced to make guesses and rely on estimates. l found it

surprising that so little has been written on the Jewish

partisans in the Soviet Union considering how large and

remarkable a movement it was supposed to have been and that

"tbe3' l'epre's~mt a ... J;'X'inc..iJ;l'3.L t~r.~et ·:.\o:!i. tJUII l1'a2..ia...H6~cn, tl.d~,

eeeay has, where primary material is concerned, had to rely

mainly on personal accounts and to references in books or

articles. This latter, for the most part, lacks detail and

the kind of evidence historians like to rely on.

How many Jews actually participated in the Soviet

partisan movement remains unknown to this day. Some were

recognized while others are still unrecognized. It is the

contention of this essay that their work among the partisans

played a role in the final defeat of the Germans, but the

true proportions of that role can perhaps only be revealed

with the study of wartime archives on the subject. Most of

these are to be found in the Russian Federation, while

others are scattered among the independent states that have

arisen on the territories where Jewish partisans strussled

and fought .
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